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Introduction 

This guidebook presents design principles for the 
College Hill neighborhood in Wichita, Kansas. The 
neighborhood boundaries include roughly 120 city 
blocks, and are bounded on the west by Hillside 
Avenue and on the east by Oliver Avenue. The 
northern boundary is Central Avenue and the 
southern boundary is, for the most part, US High
way 54. 

Before we begin, it is important to understand the 
meaning of living in an older, established neigh
borhood such as College Hill. Whereas some 
neighborhoods throughout the state are officially 
designated hjstoric districts, and have mandatory 
design guidelines to follow, College Hill is not. 
College Hill is historic, but area residents have not 
chosen to pursue designation. Trus does not mean 
that historic preservation is no less an objective in 
College Hill than it is in designated historic dis
tricts. Neighborhood residents have continued to 
invest in the area-they Jike it and they want to 
keep it the way it is. 

Area residents, who participated in a public work
shop held in A pril of 1998, identified street trees, 
front lawns, classic building styles, brick streets1 

steeply pitched roofs, detached garages and front 
porches as important character-defining features 
that give College Hill its special charm. Without 
using words such as "historic preservation" and 
"regulated historic district," neighborhood resi
dents did in fact note that the "preservation," or 
''maintenance" of these elements is important for 
the long term success of the neighborhood as a 
quality place to live and raise a family. 

T11is docul/lenl is for vo/1111/ary use by properly owners. 

Its pllrpose is to i11fom1 tlte public abor1t drsig11 issues, to 
facilitate civil comn11111ication n/10111 design issues, nnd 
to help avoid co11jlicts a11d co11troversy. It is 1101 intended 
to d/scournge l10111e improvements. 

The design principles in this document are there
fore the community's ideas about design in the 
College Hill neighborhood, as formulated in the 
A pril workshop. Thus, they provide a common 
basis for making decisions about work that may 
affect the appearance of individual properties or 
the overall character of the neighborhood. How
eve1� they only provide guidance to certain design 
problems and do not dictate solutions. Instead, 
they define a range of apprt'>priate responses to a 
variety of specific design issues. For example, the 
principles suggest that new buildings should have 
architectural details, similar to those seen histori
cally, but do not dictate which details must be used 
or in what manner. 

The information presented herein is intended to 
help property owners understand the building 
elements that make up their neighborhood and 
what it takes for a new building (or a substantially 
altered historic building) to respectfully relate to 
the historic context. This approach does not re
quire residents to spend more money on their 
projects or to make their buildings "look old." 
Rather, it is a means to help construction activity 
more closely relate to the mass, scale, form and 
setbacks of historic buildings that make up the his
toric context within which it is occurring. 

When considering work in College Hill, relating 
to the established, historic context is encouraged, 
but not required. These principles are part of a sug
gested design approach and are provided as a sug
gestion to property owners, City staff and other 
residents who may engage in discussions a.bout 
design in this neighborhood. 



Design in the College Hill Neighborhood 

What are Design Principles, and What do 
They Do? 
In recent years, the American public has recog
nized the need to protect and preserve the envi
ronment. Guiding design elements in the built en
vironment is gaining wide acceptance. 

What Design Prittciples Are Not: 
• 

• 

• 

• 

Design principles are not law, though they can 
be used in conjunction with law. 
Design principles do not inh

i

bit the freedom 
of individual expression. 
Design principles do not discriminate on an 
economic, social or political basis. 
Design principles do not prohibit growth or 
new construction. 

What Design Principles Are: 
• Design principles are ideas about what is ap

propriate for a neighborhood.
• Design principles are performance criteria

which assure that construction activity will be
in keeping with the character of the surround
ing environment.

• Design principles set forth criteria that build
upon the existing character of an area.

• Design principles indicate what you should
do as well as what is discouraged within an
area.

• Design principles are a set of illustrations de
picting appropriate design solutions and op
tions.

-2-

W1tat Design Principles Can Do: 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Design principles can protect, preserve and en
hance those qualities in the enviIOnment that 
are valued by the community. 
Design principles can increase the public's 
awareness as to what is possible and what can 
be expected from design within the commu
nity. 
Design principles can serve to protect public 
investment and assist in maintaining ptivate 
investment in an area. 
Design principles can provide a community 
with additional mechanisms by wh.ich devel
opment can be guided. Unlike traditional zon
ing and building codes, design principles 
evaluate how buildings and spaces fit together. 
Design principles can assure that change 
within the built environment will be a posi
tive contribution to the community. 
Design prindples can provide a tool for de
velopers, architects or individuals wishing to 
engage in a construction project which blends 
in with the character of the existing environ
ment. 

How are Design Principles Applied? 
Design principles are suggestions for appropriate 
design. 
• No ordinance is involved.
• People refer to the guidelines on their own

initiative.
• No special review board is needed.
• The principles are a working tool for the build

ing owner and designer, which can aid in
achieving the desired relationships between
buildings.

Many communities across the country have, how
ever, adopted design guidelines that are enforced 
by ordinance, or in special zoning districts. Al
though the climate does not currently exist for 
such regulation in College Hill, it still remains an 
option for the City and the neighborhood to con
sider in the future. 
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Introduction 
___________________________________ .::::...:..:: 

How to Use this Document 

This document is organized into six chapters that, 
taken togethe1� provide the framework for mak
ing informed decisions about design in the Col
lege Hill neighborhood. ln the first chapter, Basic 
Design Co11cepts for College Hill, a design vocabu
lary for projects in College Hill is introduced. The 
second chapter, Historic Overview of College Hill, 
presents an abbreviated picture of how the neigh
borhood developed historically. Chapter three (De
sign Character in College Hill respectively) builds 
on this history by discussing the fundamentals of 
building that make up the historic character of the 
neighborhood. These are the elements which prop
erty owners should seek to respect when under
taking design work in College Hill. Finally, chap
ters four, five and six provide the design principles. 
Each of these design principles contains the fol
lowing components: 

Policy Statement 
A broad statement explaining College Hill's basic 
approach for the treatment of the design feature 
being discussed is presented. This statement pro-

Orient the front of a building 

to the street. 

vides the basis for the more detailed design prin
ciples that follow. ln cases where special condi
tions in a specific project are such that the detailed 
design principles do not appear to address the situ
ation, this broad policy statement should serve as 
the basis for determining the appropriateness of 
the proposed work. These are also numbered to 
indicate their relative position within the chapter. 

Background Information 
A brief discussion of the issues ty pically associ
ated with the specific design topic is sometimes 
presented next. This may include technkal infor
mation, such as factors associated with the repeti
tion of building forms, as well as general preser
vation theory that might be relevant to the topic 
at hand. 

Design Principles 
The specific design principles are presented as 
bold face statements w1der each policy statement. 
These are also numbered to aid in specific refer
ence in the design process. Each of these are fol
lowed by a statement that further clarifies options 

Traditionally, the front entry of each building faced 
the street and was sheltered by a one-story porch. 
This helps to establish a sense of scale and to "ani
mate" the neighborhood. It is a characteristic that 
should be maintained. 

Preferred 

4.1 Orienting the front of a primary structure to 
the street and clearly identifying the primary 
entrance is encouraged. 
• A prominent entry will contribute to the ''pe

destrian-friendly" character of the street.
• Consider using a one-story porch element to

define the entry.
When a/tcri11g a b11ilrii11g or whw .:011sln1cti11g a nrw 

primary stn1ch1re, consiriet locnting lhe primary c11trn11ce 
to Jnce the street. 

A snmple rlesig11 pri11ciple from Clinpter 4, "Gr11ernl De�ign Pri11ciplcs." 

-3-



Design in the College Hill Neighborhood 

for meeting the principle. These are identified with 
a bullet (•).Design principles are further explained 
through the use of photographs and illush:'ations. 
Examples given should not be considered the only 
appropriate options. In most instances, there are 
numerous possible solutions that meet the inten
tion of the design principles as well as the needs 
of the property owner. These principles are in
tended to be supplemental to the existing codes 
of the City of Wichita. 

Additio11al foformatio,t 
Finally, a separate section on Preservation Briefs
developed by the National Park Service provides 
a brief list of other publications that may be par
ticularly useful for readers who desire more in
formation about the treatment of a specific historic 
building element. 

Goals for the College Hill Neighborhood 
In general, the intent of the design principles is to 
enhance the built environment of the College Hill 
neighborhood, as well as ensure that new con
struction is in character with the existing fabric. 
It is not the intent to freeze the appearance of the 
neighborhood in time, making new buildings ap
pear as though they come from a specified period. 
College Hill has seen change already, and the goal 
is that this change continues in such a way that it 
does not detract from the existing character of the 
neighborhood, which residents have described as 
desirable. 

The primary design goal for the College Hill

neighborhood is: 

To maintain and even enhance the 
establ ished physical character of the 
neighborhood. 

ln order to accomplish this goal, the following 
objectives apply: 

• Alterations and new construction should be
compatible with the character of the
neighborhood.
The context of the neighborhood is well 
established; it is not a place where the basic design 
character is just emerging. New construction 
should reinforce the features of this defined 
setting. 

• The design principles should encourage
creative solutions that will enhance the character
of the neighborhood.
While compatibility is an objective, the mtent is 
not to recreate the sense of College Hill as it was 
historically. 

• The neighborhood is diverse architecturally
and has already experienced change. Continuing
change is therefore expected and appropriate
new design approaches should be encouraged.

• Historic resources should be respected.
The neighborhood includes areas that contain 
concentrations of historic buildings. These 
resources should be preserved, when feasible, and 
alterations and new constntction in their context 
should be compatible. 

• Private property values and investments

should be protected.
Many Wichita residents have recognized the value 
of the College Hill neighborhood and have 
demonstrated. their commitment by investing time 
and money into the improvement of their 
properties. These investments should be protected 
by assuring that future work on nearby properties 
will be compatible. 
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Chapter 1 

Basic Design Concepts for College Hill 

Because the College Hill neighborhood contains 
such an eclectic mix of residences, the key features 
that define it are broad. Although sub-areas do 
exist where individual building styles may help 
to define the character of a block, these relation
ships do not exist throughout the entire neighbor
hood. Rathet� neighborhood-wide character comes 
from basic relationships of building-building 
al.rgnment

1 construction materials, scale and form. 

When similar building elements are combined, 
they create visual effects that may contribute to a 
sense of continuity in the neighborhood. This 
sense of continuity is an additive quality that in
creases jn strength with the repetition of elements. 
During the College Hill public workshop, neigh
borhood residents stated that most buildings in 
the neighborhood do contribute to this sense of 
continuity and that it is important for new con
struction and alterations to older buildings to fit 
in with this established context. 

Five fundamental concepts underlie the design 
principles for the neighborhood. These focus on 
the building-to-building and building-to-neigh
borhood relationships described in the following 
chapters. 

A building should be sensitive to its 
context. 
How a building is sited with respect to its neigh
bors and its perceived mass and orientation are 
among the features of its setting that should be 
respected. This context may be considered at vari
ous scales of perception. 
• First, consider the neighborhood at large, in

cluding the variety of street designs, landscape
patterns and building types that contribute to
its character. (See Chapter 3, pages 17-24.)

• At an intermediate scale of perception, one
should consider the collection of streets and
blocks in the immediate vicinity that make up
the site's "Sub-Area." (See Chapter 3, pages
24 and 25.)

• Finally the context of the block face, including
immediately adjacent properties, should be
considered.



Design in the College Hill Neighborhood 

D 
North 

A Project 
Context 

1. Consider the
neighborhood

2. Consider the
"sub-area"

3. Consider the
block

A building should be sensitive to its context. This 111ay be co11sidered nt 1/irre sen/es of perre17tio11: First, the neighborhood nt lnrge; srra11d, 
the s11rro1111di11g "Sub-Aren"; n11d fi11nlly, tire block fnce wit/ii11 w/liclr tht' lot sits. 

A sense of visual continuity exists in many 
blocks and should be maintained. 
This continuity results from the repetition of simi
lar design elements throughout the neighborhood. 
The frequent use of brick as a building material 
and the relatively uniform alignment of building 
fronts within individual blocks are examples of

design variables which, when repeated, contrib
ute to the sense of visual continuity. Trus sense 
should be maintained. 

-6-

Some 17/ncks conl11i11 lnrs:e 1111mbers of residences built i11 the sn111e 
(or si111/lnr) architectuml style, like this row of Tudor Revivals. 
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New development should strike a balance 
between similarity and diversity. 
The current character of the neighborhood exhib
its a balance between designs that are similar in 
appearance and a diversity of details that reflect 
individual taste!:>. Variety exists, but it does so 
within a limited range of design variables such 
that the overall sense of identity of the neighbor
hood remains intact. This baJance should be main
tained. 

While new buildings should be compatible with 
the established context, creative designs that con
tinue to express a diversity of ideas should be en
couraged. Imitating traditional building types and 
styles, while a successful means of "fitting in" with 
the context, is not required from new construc
tion. 

The neighborhood is "pedestrian 
friendly," and should remain so. 
Comfortable sidewalks and walking streets cer
tainly are key elements that make the neighbor
hood "friendly" to pedestrians. Many other de
sign elements contribute to the appeal of the neigh
borhood for these users as well. For example, one
story front porches that face the street help con
vey a sense of human scale. These elements also 
provide evidence of human occupation and add a 
feeling of liveliness to the area. 

Many streets ill thl' 11eiglzbor/10url provide 111c111y opportirnilies Joi 
prrlestri1111s lo J-.,rl co111forla/1/e. Tr,•e-lilll'd /1rick stret'ts with rlelnc/11:d 
sidnvnlks exist //,ro11glio11/ the 11eigh/10d1oorl. 

Oiapter 1: Defining Oiaracter 

Key framework elements that provide 
organization to the neighborhood and link 
it to the community at large should be 
reinforced. 
Because the College Hill neighborhood is now 
well-established, "layers of time'' endow it with 
characteristics that distinguish it from more recent 
sections of the city. Over the years people have 
shaped it with their changing ideas and needs. Tn 
fact, part of the personality of the neighborhood 
is the accumulation of individual changes to prop
erties. 

Originally, the neighborhood was founded on a 
combination of traditional grid and curvilinear 
street patterns with conventional building and 
landscape design approaches. This created an en
vironment which promoted foot traffic and per
sonal interaction along the street. With a high de
gree of v-isual diversity and pleasing aesthetic 
qualities, the College Hill neighborhood remains 
a "friendly" and enjoyable place to live today. Resi
dents see it as an attractive, desirable neighbor
hood. 

-7-
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Design Vocabulary 
In order to be "good neighbors," a property owner 
considering a design project in the neighborhood 
should find out what it takes to relate to the con
text of their own block and the larger- neighbor
hood as a whole. Consider these questions: What 
gives the neighborhood its special visual charac
ter? How do building components and details af
fect the composition of a building, and how do 
they relate to the components and details of neigh
boring buildings? Answering these questions can 
be easy if a common vocabulary is used-one that 
is varied and flexible enough to be accurate, yet 
straightforward enough to be easily understood. 

Four terms will be very useful, because they iden
tify basic relationships between buildings and 
spaces and do so without reference to specific 
styles of architecture: 
• Pattern
• Alignment·
• Mass & Scale
• Form

You'll find these four terms used again and again 
in this handbook, because they provide a firm 
foundation on which design principles can be 
built. 

-8-

Pattern 

When elements are repeated in predictable rela
tionships, they form a pattern, and these occur at 
different scales, Patterns may be seen up close on 
individual buildings, and also by standing back 
and looking for large-scale patterns on the block. 
Pattern, which can be defined as "objects arranged 
in a formal or regular manner where the arrange
ment is reproducible," can be illustrated in draw
ings. Some of the most familiar patterns are found 
in the layout buildings. Even though the houses 
may be different shapes, they still form a pattern
because the spaces between the houses are ap
proximately the same. 

Trees and other site features seen at regular inter
vals along a street can also form patterns of their 
own. They may emphasize the pattern of the 
buildings behind them, contributing to a regular 
object-space-object-space alternation that imparts 
a sense of unity to the block. 

Building materials also contribute to the patterns 
of a neighborhood. Patterns are evident in brick 
and stone, in ship-lap or clapboard siding hung 
horizontally, in wood shingle or roof tile laid on a 
roof, in brick or tile paving. When patterns formed 
by building materials repeat throughout a neigh
borhood, they also contribute to a larger sense of 
visual cohesiveness. 

Within these broader patterns, however, there is 
variety. Houses sited side-by-side may vary in 
overall size, materials used, color, architectural 
style and so on. 
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Some typical streetscape elements that 
form PATTERNS: 

BUILDINGS 
whole sets of buildings may form a 
pattern on the street. 

PORCHES 

evenly spaced entrances can form 
patterns. 

l@JIMlltiIIf 
WALKWAYS 

in residential areas walkways and steps 
often create patterns. 

TREES 
spaced evenly at the edge of a sidewalk 

createpw 

MATERIALS 
building materials can be combined to

create patterns. 

Chapter 1: Dehning Character 

Alignment 
The arrangement of objects in a straight line, is 
one of the most effective ways to create a sense of 
relationship among the elements of a street. When 
building and street elements have similar compo
nents that line up, a strong visual unity is estab
lished. Roof lines on houses are an example of 
alignment on facades. 

Buildings also relate strongly to one another when 
they are uniformJy aligned along the sidewalk. 
This kind of alignment is often very important in 
residential neighborhoods. Because each building 
is set back from the street a similar distance, they 
are all in alignment and the street has visual unity. 

When the setback of one building is out of align
ment, it stands out from the rest of the street and 
visual continuity is interrupted. 

In some blocks in College Hill, because setbacks 
vary greatly, there is no alignment of building 
faces. 

-9-
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Mass, Scale & Fomi 

Building mass, scale and form are very familiar 
words, of course. But, understanding how to 
evaluate their importance to the urban environ
ment takes a little practice. For our purposes, 
"mass and scale'' can be defined as the physical 
dimensions of a building and "form" as the shape 
of the building or the shape and pitch of the roof. 
Again for our purposes, similarity of mass, scale 
and form is what is important, because similarity 
contributes to visual continuity. 

Tn the search for similarity, it's helpful to break the 
jdea of mass aI)d scale into its constituent parts of 
height, width and depth. Many buildings along a 
block have different heights but essentially the 
same width. 

The architectural styles of these houses also vary 
greatly. Therefore, buildings can have different 
forms but still be considered the same size. 

mD �

-10-
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Chapter 1: Defining Character 

Choosing Your Approach 

When planning improvements to a property in the College Hill neighborhood, define a basic design 
approach that will meet your needs and, at the same time, be compatible with the neighborhood by 
following these steps: 

Know the con text. I 

Define the key variables. I 

Apply the design principles. I 

Summarize your approach. I 

First, identify neighborhood-wide features that 
should be respected. 
• Historical Overview, p. 13

• Defi11ing the Character of College Hill, p. 17

Next, identify the design features of the relevant 
''Sub-Area." 
• Defining the Character of College Hill, p. 24

Then, apply the relevant design principles. 
• General Design Principles, p. 27
• Design Principles for Additions, p. 47
• Building Rehabilitation Principles, p. 53

Finally, combine these considerations by answer
ing the questions on the next page. 

-11-
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How zvill the context guide your approach? 

Use this checklist of questions to help shape the basic design approach for your project. Refer to 
materials in the chapters that follow to assist you in developing your answers. 

Your Neighborhood: 

Where is your site? 

Locate the site on the 
neighborhood map, found 
on page 25. 

What are the key fea
tures of your immedi
ate vicinity? 

Review the description of 
features found in the 
neighborhood in chapter 3. 

What are the key fea
tures of the block in 
which you live? 

Review the description of 
features found in the 
neighborhood in chapter 3. 

-12-
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Your Site: 

What are the key features 
of your site? 

D Mid-block or comer lot 

□ Alley

□ Slope

□ Landscape

□ Site walls & features

□ Secondary structures

□ Historic resowces

□ Adjoining buildings

□ Other:

+ 

Your Building: 

What will shape your 
building design? 

D Pedestrian scale elements 

D Hierarchy of public and 
private spaces 

□ Orientation of buildings

to the street

0 Mass and scale of 

buildings 

□ Parking

□ Building & roof forms

□ Other:

These three 
variables, taken 
together, equal 
"Your Design 
Approach." 
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Chapter 2

Historical Overview of College Hill 

The College Hill residential area comprises ap
proximately one square mjle bounded by Hillside 
Avenue on the west, Central Avenue on the north1 

Oliver Avenue on the east, and Kellogg Drive on 
the south. The neighborhood is located approxi
mately 2.5 miles east of the Arkansas River and 
the commercial core of Wichita. The original home
steaders of this area induded Luncina Harvy, W. 
R. Moser, Mrs. A. Armstrong, S.S. Ridle, C.A.
Saunders, Hariet Fishe1� George 0. Merriman, and
Sarah M. Geinberling.

During a boom, in 1886-1887, Jacob H. Brown laid 
out the 8l'Own Subdivision, which, from its ori
gin, was known as College Hill. He made improve
ments to the area by planting trees, grading the 
streets, and co-founding Wichita University, built 
upon the hlll from which the addition received its 
name. At the same time, plans were underway to 
build Fairmont College, further north on the same 
outcropping ridge. Both schools had a panoramic 
view of the Arkansas River ValJey. However, a real 
estate bust occurred before Wichita University 
opened and, in 1889, the building and lands were 
sold to the Catholic Diocese that converted the 
facilities into the mother house of the Sisters of St. 
Joseph and a temporary shelter for fern.ale or
phans. 

The square mile encompassing the College Hill 
neighborhood consists of gradually upward slop
ing, gently undulating terrain in the western por
tion, and a relatively level hiJJ crest in the eastern 
part. At its highest point the "hill" rises approxi
mately 75 feet above the downtown business dis
trict. Geographic characteristics played a major 
role in the development of College Hill. Most com
munities throughout the country fanned neigh
borhoods according to the socio-economic status 

College Hill represents n11 eastwntd ci�J movement· of upwnrd socinl 
mollilit-y. Those holding tl1e greatest prestige resided nlo11g the we$/ 
siden11d crests of College Hill, Photo t'o11rlcsyof Local History Dept., 
Wichita Public Library, 

of their residents. In a geographic area of undu
lating terrain, persons with the greatest influence 
appropriated the highest elevation to build their 
residences. This location not on.ly protected them 
from. flood but offered the greatest vista of the city 
while emphasizing social status as well. Thls, then, 
was the basis for College Hill. 

College Hill represents an eastward city move
ment of upward social mobility. Those holding the 
greatest prestige resided along the west side and 
crests of College Hill. Later, middle class housing 
developed along the eastern slope of the hill for 
those who sought the hill status but who were, in 
reality, located in a socioeconomic foothill. Many 
residents of College Hill included prominent fami
lies connected with the major industries of the city: 
livestock, grain, milling, railroads, lumber, petro
leum, aviation, and financial institutions. 

-13-
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Residential construction in College Hill began in 
the late nineteenth century, and continued into the 
early tvventieth century, primarily betvveen 1884 
and 1935. For the most part, development in the 
neighborhood occurred over three time periods. 
The earliest phase, focusing on residential con
struction, coincided with the first real estate boom 
of Wichita, 1880s to 1889. The second period be
gan with the national and local economic recov
ery period of 1907 and continued until World War 
I began in 1914. During this time, College Hill ex
perienced two simultaneous phases of develop
ment, housing construction and improvements of 
the suburban jnfrastructure. The third period be
gan in 1917, at the close of World War l, and con
tinued until 1935. Following this last boom period 
of housing development and infrastructure im
provements, transformations which occurred in 
the College Hill neighborhood were primarily 
along the boundaries and were associated with 
changes resulting from the economic impact of 
Word War Il, alterations to the highway system 
and the encroachment of commercial develop
ment. 

Residential constl'llcfzo11111 Co//eg� Hill began 111 lhc late 11inetee11J/1 
centuty, and co11li1111ed i11l0 lite early twentieth ce11/11i-y, primarily 
between 1884 and 1935. Photo co11rlt'.Sy of Local History DcFt., 
Wichita Public Library. 
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Residential Development 
A combination of square, rectangular, irregular, 
and curyjlinear grids were followed during the 
platting of the additions and subdivisions which 
con1prise the College Hill neighborhood. The 
street system in the northern portion of the neigh
borhood followed a rectangular grid. Both curvi
linear and rectangular street patterns were laid out 
on the south side of Douglas Avenue. The ravine 
on the south side of Douglas played an important 
role in how developers platted the streets and lots 
near this natural feature and restricted the place
ment of frontages of the buildings constructed in 
the vicinity. Because of this feature, developers 
platted a few curvilinear streets and avoided con
struction along the low terrain. 

There are approximately 1
1
800 primary residen

tial and commercial buildings that lie within the 
neighborhood. Some of the dwellings constructed 
in the western portion of College Hill date from 
the first boom period that transpired between 1880 
and 1890 and includes at least two dwellings de
signed by the locally prominent architects 
Proudfoot and Bird. 

The presence of the Independence Road, com
bined with the geographical and social disadvan
tages of western city expansion, further enhanced 
the desire for eastern residential development in 
the city. Although Brown's Subdivision was plat
ted in 1885 and was a model location for develop• 
ment, three critical factors had to be addressed 
before major eastern city growth could occur: The 
flood control and modernization of the spanning 
of Chisholm Creek and the elevation of the rail
road tracks that crossed Douglas Avenue. Betvveen 
1905 and 1914, these problems were resolved and 
the necessary incentive for housing development 
was provided. 
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Mayor Finley Ross (who resided in College Hill) 
promoted the construction of a drainage canal to 
control the annual flooding of Chisholm Creek. 
The flooding problem was compounded by the 
water mnoff associated with the processing of beef 
in the packing houses. The 1904 flood, the worst 
of the overflows, served as the catalyst that 
launched Ross's flood control program. Between 
1905 and 1912 a channel was constructed to 
straighten the meandering bed of the creek. The 
drainage system received its nickname "Ross's 
Folly" from the conservation element in the local 
government that opposed most expenditures for 
civic improvements, especially the cost overruns 
of the canal project that were six times greater than 
the originally estimated $106,000. Because the 
county commission approved drainage plans that 
failed to provide an outlet to the Arkansas Rive1� 
the creek continued to overflow with the next 
major flood occurring in 1911. A fter the drainage 
system was eventually linked to the river, the 
threat to property diminished and eastern expan
sion was, thereafter, further stimulated. 

Although both the city limits and the trolley lines 
extended as far as Roosevelt Avenue in College 
Hill, the eastern fringe of the city remained only 
partially developed until a solution was initiated 
to relieve the daily traffic jams caused by the trains 
that were blocking Douglas Avenue and a new 

From its earliest dei•elop111ml, tire Cullegl' Hill 11rigliborhood 

perpetuated fill i11111gt• of exd11sive11ess. P/tiJtll courtesy of Local 
History Dept., Wicliita P11'1/1c Ldm11·11. 

d,apter 2: Historic Overview 

bridge was built across Chisholm Creek. The 
wooden wagon bridge over the creek at Douglas 
Avenue was replaced with a new modem concrete 
bridge that incorporated the latest engineering 
techniques. Also, with the construction of Union 
Station, came the elevation of the h·acks over Dou
glas, thus stimulating the eastern development 
obstacles once again. Thereafter, real estate pro
moters focused much of their attention towards 
the eastern portion of the city. 

Three other improvements aided in spurring resi
dential development in the College Hill area: a 
public school, a fire station, and a new sewer sys
tem. A temporary elementary school operated in 
rented facilities from 1887 until the opening of 
College Hill Elementary School (204 North Rutan) 
in 1890. City leaders approved the construction of 
Wichita Fire Station Number Five at Second Street 
and Hillside Avenue in January 1907. Two years 
later, the city commissioners gave added impetus 
to College Hill residential development when they 
approved the construction of a sewer system. 

From its earliest stages of development, the Col
lege Hill neighborhood perpetuated an image of 
exclusiveness that was further enhanced by local 
businessmen who, in 1900, founded the city's first 
golf course, the Wichita Country Club, located in 
the southern part of College Hill (College Hill 
Park). The Country Club helped cultivate an elite 
status that Realtors capitalized on through adver
tisements that described College Hill as a "re
stricted" neighborhood. 

This Historic Overview is taken in part from the Col
lege Hill m / East Douglas IJ Context Report as pre
pared l?y the City of Wichita in 1989. Also used was 
the Context Statement for the College Hill neigh
borhood, US Highway 54 Corridor, Wichita, Kan
sas, w!,ich was written by Shetyll L. White and Marsha 
K. King, Kansas State Historical Society, in April 1994.
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Chapter 3

Design Character in College Hill 

Many similarities in character exist throughout the 
College Hill neighborhood. Except in some of the 
commercial areas, clearly defined streetscapes and 
front yards are common throughout. These are the 
results of generally wide streets with planting 
strips between the curbs and sidewalks. Mature 
street trees help to define this public area as well. 

Most structures are set back from the street, creat
ing a front yard covered in grass, with walkways 
leading to single entrances. Structures vary in 
height from block to block, but, again, are usually 
consistent within a block. Seldom do strnctures 
exceed two-stories except for half stories built into 
the roof structure of institutional buildings like 
schools and churches. 

Materials include brick and wood lap siding in 
older structures. Some of the newer homes have 
metal siding and some older homes have been re
sided with aluminum or other fabricated materi
als. Some variations in character also occur 
throughout the College Hill neighborhood, mostly 
a result of the different uses ailowed, the sizes of 
the lots and buildings and the style of design from 
the era during which the building was built. 

Neighborhood-Wide Design Features 

Broad-scale design elements provide a framework 
for the character of the neighborhood. These in
clude the basic arrangement of streets lots and 
gateways, as well as circulation patterns and land
marks: 

Open space/Topography 
The neighborhood contains one prominent natu
ral feature, College Hill Park. This park is aestheti
cally pleasing and is a popular place for recreation. 
The changing topography of the neighborhood is 
another important natural feah1re: Elevations rise 
approximately 80 feet across its breadth. 

T/1e College Hill neigliborliood co11tains one promine11t 11ntuml 
fen lure i11 College Hill Park. This park is both nest!,etically plensillg 
a11d is a popu/111· plao.' for recreation. 

Entries into tlze neig1zborlzood 

Some entries into the neighborhood contain fea
tures that clearly indicate transitions from abut
ting parts of the city. The most distinct neighbor
hood gateways are Douglas Avenue, which di
vides the neighborhood through its middle, and 
at the corners, where Central Avenue intersects 
with Hillside and Oliver Avenues. 

-17-
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Street patterns 

The College Hill neighborhood developed on a tra
ditional grid system, which was aligned to the 
points of a compass, with streets mnning north, 
south, east and west. From a planning standpoint, 
the uni form grid represents a basic organizing fea
ture of the neighborhood. Although this rectan
gular system predominates, it is not seen in the 
Lincoln Heights subdivision, which was platted 
as an exclusive neighborhood with wide boule
vards and curvilinear streets. The streets around 
College Hill Park also break from the grjd street 
pattern: laid to follow the natural topography. 

Street widths also vary, from forty to one-hw1dred 
feet, and the characteristics of the street designs 
(described in the "Streetscape Elements'' section) 
differ from block by block. Some streets are laid 
with brick. 

For the most part, tl1e College Hill neighborhood developed 011 a 
tmditio11al grid system, which was aligned to the points of11 co11ipass. 
However, curvz'linear streets art> also seen i11 two areas of the 
11eighborlzood. For example, the streets around College f-lill Pnrk 
follow the natural topography. 

-18-

Area landmarks 

Landmark features, which provide neighborhood 
reference points, may be of historical significance, 
or may simply be recognizable focal points, such 
as College Hill Park, the Hillcrest Apartments, 
Oakland Street ("Little San Francisco") and a per
gola in Lincoln Heights. While the neighborhood 
contains many historic structures, some special re
sources stand alone as landmarks. The Henry J. 
Allen House and the Aviary and Hillside Cottage 
are some examples of officially-designated historic 
landmarks. 

811i/dings such ns the College Hill bathhouse !lerve as area la11d111arks 
for reside11/s mid visito,·s alike. 
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Streetscape Elements 
A series of design features compose the 
"streetscape," the portion of a block that contains 
the street, sidewalks, street trees and other land
scape elements. These also contribute to the char
acter of the neighborhood. 

In some cases, unique combinations of these fea
tures occur, resulting in distinctive areas within 
the neighborhood at large. These elements are not 
as broadly distributed as the neighborhood-wide 
framework elements. They define the character of 
sets of blocks and often convey clues about the 
history of the area's development. The following 
streetscape elements contribute to the 
neighborhood's sense of place and its overall 
single family character; 

Unifonnitlj of building setbacks

In many blocks, buildings are set back from the 
street within a relatively narrow range of dimen
sions. Side yards also may have similar setbacks. 
The combination of a uniformity of setbacks, 
rhythm of side yard spacing and orientation of 
buildings to the street produces a sense of visual 
continuity, sometimes expressed as an "architec
tural wall." This continuity of space between the 
street and buildings provides cohesiveness to a 
street and to individual blocks. 

In many blocks, buildings are set back fro111 the street withi11 a 
relatively 11nrrow range of dime11siow:. A/011s this block, setbacks 
are fairly deep. 

Chapter 3: Design Character 

Brick Streets 

Many streets located in the center of the College 
Hill neighborhood still retain their original brick 
surface material. These streets give a good impres
sion of the neighborhood's early character. The 
preservation of these streets should be a high pri
ority. Along these lines, it is the practice of the City 
of Wichita to have all city work crews replace the 
brick in the streets when their work disturbs them. 
Some streets which still have this brick work in
clude Roosevelt, Quentin, Bluff and Fountain Av
enues (between Central and Douglas), as well as 
Circle Drive and sections of English, Willow, Foun
tain and Belmont in the College Hill Park area. 

Many st reel$ located in the center of the College Hill 11eigh/1orl10od 
still ,·etain their origi11nl brick su1face 111nterial. 
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Sidewalks 
Sidewalks contribute to the neighborhood's invit
ing atmosphere and provide spaces for walking 
and personal interaction. As a result, they are uni
fying elements that connect different character 
areas within the neighborhood. It is also impor
tant to note that sidewalks do not exist in a II blocks 
of the College Hill neighborhood. 

Where they do exist, the sidewalks are detached
those separated from the street by a space or plant
ing bed. The typical sidewalk paving material is 
concrete. While sidewalks are typical, some streets 
are distinct because they have no sidewalks. In 
these cases, pedestrians share the street with au
tomobiles. For many, this is a pleasant walking ex
perience. 

Where theiJ do exist, the sidewalks are detached-those separated 
from l/1e street by a space or plm1ting /led. 

W11ile sidewalks are typical, so111e streets are disti11ct because tl1etJ 
have 110 sidewalks. /11 these cases, pedestria11s sharp the street with 
au/01110/Jilcs. 

-20-

Pergolas and Arches 
As a part of later additions to the College Hill 
neighborhood, several "special" streetscape ele
ments were included in their designs. In the Lin
coln Heights Addition of 1927, which was platted 
as an exclusive neighborhood of two-story homes 
on large lots in a park-like setting. One major goal 
for this new development was to accommodate 
the excessive amounts of automobiles. The streets 
were very wide (up to eighty feet along Pershing 
Avenue) to accommodate angled parking and traf
fic calming devices were used at most of the inter
sections. These "devices" were simply green is
lands in the roadway. Two of these traffic circles 
were very large and one incorporated a pergola. 

Also of note are the Belmont Arches identifying 
one's arrival into Belmont Place. These arches lo
cated at Belmont and Douglas and Belmont and 
Central, were commissioned by the residents of 
Belmont Avenue in 1925, to give their street an 
"exclusive" feel. 

Located at Bc/111011t and Douglas and Be/1110111 n11d Central nre the 
Bel111011t Arches which were com111issio11ed by the residents of 
Belmont Avenue in 1925, to give their street an "exclusive" feel. 
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Site Design Features 
When considering the design features of indi
vidual building sites, a rich palette appears 
throughout the neighborhood. The similar orien
tation of buildings to the street, the frequent use 
of fences and walls that define property edges, and 
a variety of landscape designs are among those 
site design features that contribute to the charac
ter of the neighborhood. 

Orientation to the street 
Traditionally, a building's p1·imary entrance was 
oriented to the street, which accounts partly for 
the neighborhood's "friendly" atmosphere. 
Porches, often comfortable places to congregate, 
support this feeling, because they offer opportu
nities for interaction among neighbors. This is a 
chief element in building community character 
and a "sense of place." 

Traditionnlly, n building's primary entrance was oriented to the 
street with a walkway leadi11gfro111 the fra11t door to the street or 
sidewalk edge. 

d1apter 3: Design Character 

Yards and gardens 
Landscaping is found within individual building 
sites and ranges from simple lawns to elaborate 
planting beds. Some have "free form" designs, 
while others are more formal. Many residents have 
taken pride in their private gardens which are 
important elements of present day College Hill. 

Landscaping is found witlzi11 illrlividunl b11ildi11g sites and rm1ges 
fro111 si111ple lnwns to elnbornte planting beds. 
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Building Design Features 
The majority of the houses in College Hill (over 

eighty percent of the structures) represent four ar
chitectmal styles: Craftsman, Tudor Revival, Co
lonial Revival and Prairie. In later decades, other 
styles were introduced, including Dutch Colonial, 
Italian Renaissance, French and Spanish Eclectics, 
Classical and Neo Classical. The architectural con
tinuum of the neighborhood also extends into the 
present, as styles representative of the 1940s to the 
1990s exist throughout. The Modem or Interna
tional style, popular from the 1950s to the 1970s; 
the Ranch style, which spread prolifically through
out the 1960s and 1970s; and the "post-modem" 
aesthetic, a product of the 1980s and 1990s also 
are found. Although most of the houses do fit 
within the five major styles, there are twenty-three 
other architectural styles represented in the neigh
borhood boundaries (see Appendix A for a listing of 
some architectural styles found in College Hill). 

There are even examples of styles that defy cat
egorization, such as modem interpretations of ver
nacular structures. All of these styles combine to 
produce a 111ela11ge of design expression and ar
chitectural detail, lending a great deal of charac
ter and visual diversity. While variety in specific 
styles exists, most buildings share some funda
mental similarities of mass, scale, form and mate
rials. 

A few b11ildi11gs in the neighborhood appear larger than a typical 
single family dwelling, such as the mansions along Terrace and 
Crestway. 

-22-

Mass and scale 

A building conveys a "human" scale if it includes 
materials and components that are similar in size 
to those that can be expressed in terms of human 
proportions. For example, a brick is of a size that 
can be held in the hand and its size is understood 
by one who touches or sees it. The frequent use of 
windows that are of traditional size and -propor
tion also contributes to a sense of human scale in 
many building designs. 

Overall, buildings in the neighborhood are rela
tively smaU in mass, considering that much of the 
existing housing stock was constructed as single 
family dwellings. Most were built from one- to 
two-stories. Today, most single family structures 
continue to be within this range. Although a few 
buildings in the neighborhood appear larger than 
a typical single family dwelling (neighborhood 
schools and churches, the mansions along Terrace 
and Crestway and the Hillcrest Apartments), no 
building in the neighborhood dominates a block9 
in terms of its mass, height or scale. 

Overall, b11ildi11gs i,i the neighbor/iood nre relatively smn/1 in mnss 
nnd scale, with most built from 011e- to two-stories. 
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Building form 
Many building forms in the neighborhood are 
based on historical precedent and, in some cases , 
the architectural style may dictate a buHding form . 
For example, a Queen Anne cottage may have a 
rectangular mass with asymmetrical massing, all 
with complex roofs attached. However, in most 
cases the building is simply described as rectan
gular with a gabled roof. 

In general, buildings in the neighborhood are simj
lar in building form, which contributes to a sense 
of visual continuity. Exceptions are found in some 
churches, which may appear as larger rectangu
lar forms. 

The buildings in the 11eighborhood are predomi11a11tly recta11g11lar 
inform. 

Chapter 3: Design Character 

Building materials 
A limited range of building materials dominates 
the neighborhood. Masonry, including brick and 
stone, appear most frequently. Finished wood, in 
the form of clapboards and shingles is also typi
cal. Traditionally, stucco was used in limited 
amounts. This repetition of similar building ma
terials is an important unifying feature .  

A limited range o f  building materials dominates the 11eighborlrood. 
Masonry, illclttding brick rmd stone, nppenr most freque11tly. 
Fillished wood, i11 tlze form of clapboards nnd shingles is also typical. 
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Architectural features 
OrnamentaJ details abound in the neighborhood. 
These provide visual interest and enJiven the pe
destrian experience. They are often closely asso
ciated with specific architecturnl styles, and may 
include special windows and doors as well as 
decorative shingles, brackets and columns. These 
features help to establish a sense of pedestrian 
scale in the neighborhood. 

Oma mental details abound i11 the neighborhood. The bricks 011 this 
Tudor Revival were laid in a very irregular pat/em mid pwvide.� 
visual interest to the pedestrian. 

Seco11dan1 stmctures 

Traditionally, secondary structures were subordi
nate in scale and detail to the primary building 
on a lot. These include small, simple sheds or ga
rages, which are typically detached, located to the 
rear of a lot and accessed by a long drive nmning 
next to the house. 

Traditionally, small garages are typically ,fetnclwd al/Cl Cocnled I<! 
//,e rear of a lot with II long drive n11rn111g next lo t/rl' /rouse. 

-24-

Neighborhood Sub-Areas 
Coupled with the diversity that exists between 
each individual property, ranging from small Tu
dor cottages to grand Colonial Revival mansions, 
from a ten-story Tudor apartment building to a 
Gothic Revival church and from many houses built 
from a pattern book to an original Frank Lloyd 
Wright design, there is an overall similarity that 
exists within "sub-areas" of the neighborhood. 
These sub-areas are not part of an official desig
nation, but rather exist to provide the property 
owners within the boundaries to have a further 
understanding of the framework characteristics 
which exist. There are seven distinct areas that 
have diliering characteristics. They are summa
rized as follows, and are keyed to the map at right: 

l. This sub-area contains residences of a medium
scale. Many of the homes were built before the
1930s, with Four-Squares and Bungalow types
dominating.

2. These homes are a built larger in scale (com
pared to area 1 ). Renaissance Revival styles,
Four-Squares and Bungalow types dominate.
Some contemporary infills are seen through
out this sub-area.

3. This is College Hill's "mansion area." The
homes here are at a grand scale.

4. Moving towards the edge of the neighbor
hood, this sub-area is predominantly small
scale Tudor Revival homes.

5. This sub-area contains residences of a medium
scale, similar to sub-area 1. Craftsman and
Fam-square residences are predominant, but
a few Queen Anne and Victorian era residences
do exist.

6. The neighborhood around the park contains
residences which are larger interpretations of
styles seen through out the neighborhood as a
whole. Revival styles dominate, with many be
ing Jtalian and Tudor Revivals. Most of these
homes are, however, built of brick-very few
wood frame structures exist.

7. Similar to sub-area 6, this sub-area contains
larger scale residences on large lots; whereas,
the other sub-areas are made up of small lots.
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Chapter4 

General Design Principles 

How can a project be designed to be sensitive to 
• • • · · • · · · · · · · · • · · • • · • • · • · · • · • • · • • • · · • • ·

its context? How can you be a good neighbor to : In this chapter: 
the surrounding historic buildings? Some basic-
principles are important to consider. These prin
ciples draw upon comments from neighborhood 
residents in a public workshop and information •

Streetscape Elements 
Principles #1-2 

developed by community residents, City planning 
• Site Planning

staff and design consultants. Principles #3-10 

The following design principles apply to all con-
struction projects within the College Hill neigh
borhood. These include certain site improvements, •

alterations to existing structures and new construe-
• 

tion. 

Property owners are encouraged, but not required, 
to follow these guidelines. They are provided as 
information that will help property owners de
velop designs that will be compatible with those 
features of the neighborhoods that residents have 
identified as being important to the character of 
the area. 

The design principles are orgmiizcd ill 
categories rrmging from broad scale 
elements to those of more detail. Their 
sequence does not i11rlicate order of 
importa,ice. 

Architectural Design 
Principles #11-17 

Secondary Structures 
Principles #18-19 

p. 28
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Design in the College Hill Neighborhood 

Where a detached sidewalks exists, ii slzould be presm,ed. 

Mos/ streets i11 tlze neighborhood are paved and have both curh a11d 
gutter. Where streets exist that are paved with bricks, tl,e11 shn11ld 
be mai11tai11.:rl. 
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Streetscape Elements 
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.:Maintain the traditional
����!fr,of the streetscape. 

The established streetscape is one of the most im
portant aspects of the College Hill neighborhood. 
This includes a rich collection of varying street 
designs, sidewalk types and street trees. 

1.1 Maintain the sidewalks where they exist. 
• Where an attached sidewalk must be replaced, do

so with a detached sidewalk, if the right-of-way
width allows.

• Where a detached sidewalks exists, it should be
preserved.

• Where no sidewalk exists, that condition should
be continued, unJess it conflicts with public safety
needs. Where a new sidewalk is required, it should
be constructed to be detached from the cUib i1 the
right-of-way width allows.

1.2 Maintain the variety of street widths found 
in the neighborhood. 
• Typically, streets range in width from 40 to 100 feet.

1.3 Maintain the variety of street paving designs. 
• Most streets in the neighborhood are paved and

have both curb and gutter.
• Where streets exist that are paved with bricks, they

should be maintained.
• If bricks are damaged, then they should be replaced

with a similar material. Do not fill in brick streets
with concrete or asphalt.
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Chapter ..J-: General Design Principles 

1.4 Continue the use of planting strips. 
• Planting strips should act as a transition between

public and semi-public spaces.
• Where planting strips between the curb and side

walk exist they should be maintained.
• Planted turf is preferred. Planting schemes that

treat these areas as flower beds or rock gardens are
discouraged.

• Edging materials, such as rocks or wood timbers,
are also discouraged.

1.5 Continue the use of street trees along a block. 
• Existing street trees should be preserved, when fea

sible.
• When an existing street tree dies, it should be re- Co11ti1111e t/ic use of street frees a/011g a block.

placed.
• Any new developments should include street trees.
• Consult with the City Arborist to arrange installa

tion of trees and to select appropriate species.

Maintain the character of 

alleys, where they exist. 

In the northeastern and southwestern portions of 
College Hill approximately twelve blocks contain 
alleys. These alleys accommodate service func
tions and provide secondary connections for ve
hicular access. All alleys contribute to the charac
ter of the neighborhood, especially in the manner 
in which smaller buildings define their bound
aries. 

2.1 The traditional scale and width of alleys 
should be continued. 
• Maintain the traditional character and scale of an 

alley by locating buildings and fences along the
alley edges to maintain the narrow width.

2.2 Provide access to parking from an alley, when 
feasible. 
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Design in the College Hill Neighborhood 

In areas where building setbacks are 11nifom1, 11 new building should 
be placed in genera/ 111ignme11I with its neiglifmrs. 

Diecouraged 

-30-

Site Planning 

Maintain the alignment and 
spacing patterns of buildings as 
seen along the block. 

A front yard serves as a transitional space between 
the "public" sidewalk and the "private" building 
entry. In many blocks, front yards are similar in 
depth, resulting in a relatively uniform alignment 
of building fronts which contributes to a sense of 
visual continuity. Maintaining the established 
range of setbacks is therefore preferred. 

3.1 When constructing a new building, locate it 
to fit within the range of yard dimensions seen 
in the block. 
• The front yard setback of a new building should

be within 10 feet, plus or minus, of the median set
back in the block.

• In general, taller portions of structmes should be
set back farther from the front setback than shorter
portions.

• See aerial maps nt the Historic Preservation Office,
Wichita-Sedgwick County Metropolitan Area Planning
Depart111ent for i11jor111atio11 regarding the median set
/?ack for your immediate co11/ext,

3.2 Maintaining the rhythm established in the 

immediate context by uniform spacing of side 
yards is encouraged. 
• Side yard setbacks should appear similar to others

in the block, as seen from the street.
• li a larger building is to be constructed which oc

cupies several lots, also express the sense of tradi
tional side yard spacing by "articulating" the mass
of the building to suggest the rhythm of side yard
spacing.
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3.3 In some areas, setbacks vary, but generally 
fall within an established range. A greater variety 
in setbacks is appropriate in this context. 
• 1£ a greater setback is necessary, consider defining

the traditional building line with a landscape ele
ment, such as a fence or site wall.

• These should be low and ''transparent."

3.4 Maintaining the sense of open space of the 
neighborhood is encouraged. 

Orient the front of a building 
to the street. 

Traditionally, the front entry of each building faced 
the street and was sheltered by a one-story porch. 
This helps to establish a sense of scaJe and to "ani
mate" the neighborhood. It is a characteristic that 
should be maintained. 

4.1 Orienting the front of a primary structure to 
the street and clearly identifying the primary 
entrance is encouraged. 
• A prominent entry will contribute to the "pedes

trian-friendly" character of the street.
• Consider using a one-story porch element to de

fine the en.try.
• If a secondary entry is to be located on a side yard,

consider positioning it such that the privacy of
adjacent properties will not be affected.

4.2 Orient the front porch to the street. 
• The porch should be "functional," in that it is used

as a means of access to the entry.
• While the porch serves as a transition area from

the street to the house, it is also an essential ele
ment of the streetscape: It provides human scale to
the house; it offers interest to pedestrians; and it is
a catalyst for personal interaction.

4.3 In some cases, the front door itself is 
positioned perpendicular to the street. In such a 
case, the entry should still be dearly defined 
with a walkway and porch. 

Chapter 4: General Design Principles 

In some areas, setbacks van;, b11tge11ernlly fall within 1w established 
range. A greater variety in setbacks is appropriate in this context. 

Di6couraged 

Preferred 

Preferred 

Wizen a/lerillg a building or when co11structi11,� 11. new primary 
structure, consider locating the primary entrance to face t/,e street. 
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Private Space 

Semi-Private Space 

Respect the established hierarchy of public and private spaces. 

-32-

Orient the primary mass of a 
building parallel to the lot lines. 

Lots that are longer than they are wide easily ac
commodate buildings of the same dimensions. 
Because of this tradition in building, new struc
tures should be sited on their lots in a similar man
ner. 

5.1 Maintaining the traditional grid pattern of 
the neighborhood is encouraged. 
• An exception is where an established subdivision

has introduced curvilinear streets.

.. 

Respect the established 
hierarchy of public and private 
spaces. 

The hierarchy of public and private space is a pro
gression that begins at the street, the most public 
space, proceeds through the front yard, whi.ch ap
pears ''semi-private," and ends at the front doo1� 
which is "private" space. This sequence enhances 
the pedestrian environment and contributes to the

character of the neighborhood; it should be main
tained. 

In order to maintain this hierarchy of spaces, con
sider these guidelines: 

6.1 Provide a front yard similar in depth to its 
neighbors when possible. 
• The front yard should be maintamed in a traditional

manner, with a grassy planting material, and not
cove.red with paving.
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Minimize the visual 

appearance of parking areas. 

In order to enhance the pedestrian-orientation of 
the neighborhoods, the visual impacts of cars 
should be minimized. Traditionally, most parking 
was accessed from the street via a long, narrow 
driveway that ran next to the primary structure 
to a detached garage. This approach is preferred. 
In more recent subdivisions, the garage has been 
introduced to building fronts. The prominence of 
a garage door on a structure is discouraged. 

7.1 A garage should be located to the rear of a 
lot and detached from the primary structure. 
• A driveway which leads straight from the street to

the garage is encouraged.
• Consider using paving materials that will distin

guish the driveway from the street. Modular pav
ers and "grasscrete" are two such examples.

• AJso consider providing only tire track paving to
the garage. This would further reduce the drive
ways visual impacts-as well as allowing more
natural drainage through neighborhood soils.

7.2 Where a garage must be "attached" to the 
main structure, locate it behind the primary 
facade line. 
• Locate the garage at least 10 feet behind the pri

mary facade line of the main structure.
• Garages and garage doors should not be visually

overpowering to the main structure. A garage door
should be wide enough for a single auto to pass
through. Where more than one auto is used, con
sider using more than one garage door.

7.3 Consider using a porte cochere as an 
alternative to a garage. 
• Many historic residences in College Hill incorpo

rate a porte cochere into their design. However,
their successful use is typically associated with the
architectural style.

• Where a porte cochere is to be included in a new
residence, it should work well with the overall de
sign of the structure and not be visually distract
ing.

Chapter 4: General Design Principles 
----�-

A garage should be located to the rear of a lot and detached from the 
primary structure. A dri11eway which leads straight from the street 
to the garnge is e11cournged. 

A garage should be localed to tl,e rear of II lot and detached from the 
primary structure. Co11sider using pm1ing materials that will 
distinguish the driveway fro111 the street. 
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Minimize the visual impacts 

of site lighting. 

Traditionally, lighting within a site was subdued. 
An occasional garden light was seen, but porch 
lights were usually the only exterior illumination. 
Lighting in the neighborhood, although some
times ignored, affects the manner in which neigh
borhood resources are interpreted at night, as well 
as our personal safety. Lighting is therefore a de
sign feature that is very important in site plan
ning; the approach to a lighting scheme should 
consider light intensity, spill-over into adjacent 
properties and fixture design. 

8.1 Site lighting should be shielded to avoid 
glare onto adjacent properties. 
• Focus lighting on walks and entries, rather than

up trees and facade planes.
• The fixture style should be in character with the

neighborhood.

8.2 Lighting projects initiated by the City of 
Wichita (i.e. street lighting) should also follow 
th.is design principle. 
• When new street lights are to be installed, they

should be designed to be compatible with the
neighborhood and with other elements of the
streetscape.

• Jt is also important that the design for street light
ing be subtle and unobtrusive. A design for new
street lighting that has not been documented or that
invokes a false sense of history is not recom
mended.
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Maintain the traditional 

character of private landscape 

designs. 

Traditionally, front yards in the neighborhood 
were developed as lawns. Accent plantings oc
curred in plant beds, which typically were located 
at the building foundation or in isolated plant 
beds. These landscaping principles should be ap
plied to work within front and side yards that are 
visible from the public way. 

9.1 A grass lawn should be the dominant 
material of a front yard. 
• Minimizing the amount of hard surface paving for

patios, terraces or drives in front yards is encour
aged.

• The use of rock and gravel is discouraged, and if
used, should only occur as an accent element.

9.2 Selecting new trees, plants, flowers and 
shrubbery that are weU adapted to the Wichita 
climate is encouraged. 
• While a wide variety of plants can grow in the

Wichita climate, those that are better adapted and
that require less water are preferred.

• At the same time, materials that convey the scale
and texture of plantings used traditionaJly in these
areas are especially encouraged.

• Consult with the City Arborist for information re
garding plant materials seen traditionally in 
Wichita.

9.3 Maintaining the visual connection to the 
front lawn from the street is encouraged. 
• Enclosing a front lawn such that it is not visible

from the street is discouraged. Doing so would
negatively affect the pedestrian-orientation of the
block.

• Although not part of the tradition, if a front yard
fence is to be used, consider the following prin
ciple.

Chapter 4: General Design Principles 

A grass lawn should /,e tire do111i11a11t material of a front yard. 
Mi11i111izi11g the amount of hard surface pavi11g for patios, terraces 
or drives i11 fro1zt yards is e11co11raged. 
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Low fences, less t!,an 40 inches in height, are preferred when used 
in front yards. Trn11spare11t ele111e11ts, such a.s wrought iron a11d 
wood picket, are appropriate. 

A side or rear yard fence may renc/i heights taller thn11 fro11t yard 
fences, but should i11corpornle lra11spare11t elrnie,1/s lo 111i11i111ize 
their visual impacts. Tl1is fence disrupts //,e oprn nature of side 
yards seen thro11gho11t the neiglzborhood. 
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If the y are to be used, 

fences and re taining walls 

should be in characte r with 

those seen traditionally. 

Using fences in front yards is not a strong tradi
tion in the College Hill neighborhood. Typically, 
fences were seen enclosing side and rear yards. 
When they were used, fences were low and ap
peared semi-transparent. Wood pickets or thin 
metal members were typical. 

10.1 Low fences, less than 40 inches in height, 
are preferred when used in front yards 
• Transparent elements, such as wrought iron and

wood picket, are appropriate.
• Chain Link and solid "stockade" fences are discour

aged in front yards.
• Taller fences may be considered in side and rear

yards where more privacy is desired.
• Note that using no fence at all is often the best ap-

proach.

10.2 A side or rear yard fence should also have 
a transparent quality. 
• Side and rear yard fences are usually taller than

their front yard counterparts. They are usually less
transparent as well A side or rear yard fence may
reach heights taller than front yard fences, but
should incorporate transparent elements to mini
mize their visual impacts.

• Consider staggering the fence boards on either side
of the fence raH. T his will give the appearance of a
solid plank fence when seen head on.

• Also consider using lattice, or other transparent
detailing, on the upper portions of the fence.
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Architectural Design 

A building should 
reinforce a sense of human 
scale in the neighborhood. 

The mass and scale of buildings are important de
sign issues in the neighborhood. The traditional 
scale of single family houses dominates much of 
the neighborhood, which enhances the "pedes
trian-friendly" character of the streets. To the great
est extent possible, new construction should main
tain this human scale. While new buildings are 
anticipated that may be larger than many of the 
early houses, th.is new construction should not be 
so dramatically larger that the visual continuity 
of the neighborhood is compromised. 

11.1 Buildings may convey a sense of human 
scale by employing techniques such as these: 
• Use building materials that are of traditional di

mensions.
• Provide a one-story porch that is similar in size to

those seen traditionally.
• Use a building mass that is similar in size to those

seen traditionally.
• Use a solid-to-void ratio that is similar to that seen

traditionally. Also use window openings that are
similar in size to those seen traditionally.

11.2 A building should appear similar in mass 
and scale to that of single family structures seen 
traditionally in the neighborhood. 
• Subdividing a larger building mass into smaller

"modules" that are similar in size to buildings seen
traditionally is encouraged.

• Other, subordinate modules may be attached to the
primary building form.

Chapter 4: General Design Principles 

Di6couraged Preferred 

A 11ew house should appear similar in mass to that of a single family 
structure seen trnditionally in the nt?ighborhood, such as the one 
011 the rig/It. 

ln order to minimize the perceived scale of a building, step down its 
lleiglrt toward the street, 11eighbori11g structures and tile rear of the 
lot. 
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-------------------------------

A building should be wilhi11 the m11ge of heights seen tmrlitionally 
i11 f/,e 11eiglrborhood. Wall heigl,ts of1 n11d 1112 stories nre preferred 
nlo11g fl1e street. However, where two-story buildings nre hJpicnl in 
the existing context, the11 mi exception mny he n�1propnnte. 

-38-

11.3 A front elevation should appear similar 
in scale to those seen traditionally in the block. 
• Where the immediate context dictates, the front

should include a one-story element, such as a
porch.

• The primary plane of the front should not exceed
two-stories in height.

• A single wall plane should not exceed the typical
maximum width as seen in the immediate context.

11.4 Stepping a building down in height as it 
approaches adjacent, smaller structures on 
adjacent lots, is encouraged. 

Build to a height that 
jl 

appears similar to that of houses 
found traditionally on the block 

and in the neighborhood. 

12.1 Wall heights of 1 and 1 1/2 stories are 
preferred along the street. However, where two
story buildings are typical in the existing context, 
then an exception may be appropriate. 

12.2 A building should be within the range 
of heights seen traditionally m the 
neighborhood. 
• Maintaining a consistency of building height will

contribute to the visual continuity of the
streetscape.

12.3 The back side of a building may be taller 
than the front, and still appear to be in scale, if 
the change in scale will not be perceived from 
public ways, and when zoning regulations 
permit. 
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Building forms should be 
simila r to t hose seen 

traditionally. 

A similarity of building forms also contributes to 
a sense of visual continuity. In order to maintain 
this feature, a new building should have a basic 
roof and building form that is similar to those seen 
traditionally. Overall facade proportions also 
should be in harmony with the context. 

13.1 Simple rectangular bujlding forms are 
preferred. 

13.2 "Exotic" building forms that would 
detract from the visual continuity of the 
streetscape are discouraged. 
• This is not intended to restrict style choices that

have forms that complement the existing charac
ter.

• For example, geodesic domes and A-frames are not
generally considered traditional building forms;
even though steeply pitched roofs are frequently
seen in the neighborhood on Tudor Revival struc
tures.

Chapter 4: General Design Principles 

The repetitio11 of similar building forms contributes to a se11se of 
visual continuity along the block which slro11ld be mni11taineti. Ex
otic buildi11g shapes that would disrui1t t/iii; feature are discour
aged. 
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No 

When designing a 11ew building to be compatible in fonn with the 
context, consider sloping roofs such as gabled and hipped roofs. 

-40-

Roofs should appear 
similar to those seen 
traditionally in the 
neighborhood. 

The character of the roof .is a major feature of build
ings in College Hill. When repeated along the 
street, the repetition of similar forms contributes 
to the sense of visual continuity. Many streets in
clude a number of structures similar in architec
tural styles, which therefore have similar roof 
forms. For example, if the immediate context in
cludes a large number of Tudor Revival structures, 
with their steeply pitched roofs, this character 
should be continued in new construction. 

14.1 Sloping roofs such as gable and hipped roofs 
are appropriate for primary roof forms. 
• Shed roofs are appropriate for some additions.
• The primary ridge line of a residential structure

should not exceed the typical maximum for the
block.

• Eave depths should be similar to those seen tradi
tionally in the neighborhood.

• Because they break up the perceived scale of a roof,
dormers also are encouraged.

14.2 Roof materials should be earth tones and 
have a matte, non-reflective finish. 
• Materials similar to those seen traditionally are

preferred. These include day, tile and wood.
• Composite shingles may be appropriate ii they

convey a scale and texture similar to those seen tra
ditionally.
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___________________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____ C_h_a..,_p_te_r_4_: _General Design Principles 

The use of build ing 
materials should appear similar 
to those used traditionally in the 
neighborhood. 

Building materials of new structures and additions 
to existing structures should contribute to the vi
sual continuity of the neighborhood. They should 
appear similar to those seen traditionally to es
tablish a sense of visual continuity. 

15.1 Horizontal lap siding is appropriate in 
most applications. Brick and stone are also 
appropriate. 
• All wood siding should have a weather-protective

finish.
• Although traditional materials are preferred, syn

thetic materials, such as aluminum siding, may be
used if they convey a scale, texture and lap dimen
sion similar to that of traditional materials

• Use of highly reflective materials is discouraged.

15.2 The use of masonry that appears similar in 
character to that seen historically is appropriate. 
• Brick should have a modular dimension simjlar to

that used traditionally. Jumbo brick is discouraged,
• Stone, similar to that used traditionally, is also ap

propriate.
• Tile and stucco are appropriate as secondary ma

terials and on building styles which incorporate
these materials (i.e. Spanish Revival).

15.3 New materials that are similar in 
character to traditional materials may be 
acceptable with appropriate detailing. 
• Alternative materials should appear similar in

scale, proportion, texture and finish to those used
historically. They also should have a proven dura
bility in similar locations in this climate.

15.4 Use building materials that contribute to 
the traditional sense of scale of the block. 
• Trus will rein.force the sense of visual continuity in 

the neighborhood.

Preferred Preferred Preferred 

Wood lrlp sidi11g
1 brh'k n,u/ stone are appropriate primary building 

materials for the College Hill neighborhood, 

Use buildiltg 11l/lterinls //,111 co11trib11te to the tmditiona/ sens£' of 
scale of tltt• block. Whereas t/iis new siding 11111/erial is lwriw11tn/

1 

its lnp di111C11sio11s are ton fall 1111d is therefore illnpproiwiate. 
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The use of architectural 
details that add visual interest 

. . 
. 

- . 

to the street should be 
incorporated into the �esign of 
new construction. 

Architectural details play several roles in defin
ing the character of buildings; they add visual in
terest and distinguish certain building styles and 
types. Feahires such as one-story porch elements 
which define entries, columns, posts and brack
ets contribute to the sense of character of the street, 
and add visual interest to pedestrians. Their con
tinued use in new construction is encouraged. 

16.1 A building facades should incorporate 
some degree of ornamentation when feasible. 
• It is part of the d1aracter of the neighborhood to

have stylistic elements (i.e. brackets, porches, jig
saw ornamentation, dormers, chimneys, operable
shutters, etc.) seen on the hjstoric structures.

• Thin, fake brackets and strap work applied to the
surface of a building are inappropriate uses of these
traditional features.

16.2 The imitation of older historic styles is 
discouraged. 
• One should not replicate historic styles, because

this blurs the distinction between old and new
buildings, as well as making it more difficult to
visually interpret the architectural evolution of the
neighborhood.

16.3 Contemporary interpretations of historic 
styles and their details are strongly encouraged. 
• New designs for window moldings and door sur

rounds, for example, can provide visual interest
while helping to convey the fact that the building
is new.

• Contemporary details for porch railings and col
umns are other examples.

• New soffit details and dormer designs also could
be used to create interest while expressing a new,
compatible style.
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16.4 A new architectural detail should relate 
to comparable historic elements in general size, 
shape, scale and finish. 

16.5 Maintain the alignment of horizontal 
elements along the block. 
• This alignment occurs because many of the build

ings are similar in height.
• Window sills, moldings and eave lines are among

those elements that may be seen to align.
• These elements should align, whenever possible,

to similar elements on adjacent historic properties,

16.6 Where a deck is used, it should be 
unobtrusive, as seen from the street. 
• Locating a deck to the side or to the rear of the pri

mary structure is preferred.

16.7 Using windows and doors on primary 
facades that are similar in size and shape to those 

seen traditionally is encouraged. 

Use a ratio of solid-to-void 

(wall-to-window) that is similar 

to that found traditionally on 

single family structures in the 

neighborhood. 

17.1 The proportions of window and door 
openings should be similar  to those used 
traditionally in the neighborhood. 
• This will help maintain the established ratio of wall

to-window and reinforce the traditional scale of the
building.

• Large expanses of glass are discouraged.
• Divide large glass surfaces into smaller windows

to reduce their perceived scale.

Chapter 4: General Design Principles 

New bulldlnq 

lllappropriate: Use a ratio of solid-to-void that is similar to that 
foi111d 011 historii: structures i11 the district. 
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Traditional, ___ � 

Locating a secondary structure i,1 the cen fer of the rear yard will 
reduce the amount of 01Jtdoor livable space and is therefore 
discouraged 

Preferred 
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Secondary Structures 

• 

Locate a secondary 

structure to the rear of the lot, 

behind the primary structure, 

when feasible. 

Traditionally, secondary structures such as sheds, 
garages and carriage houses, were subordinate in 
scale and character to the primary structure and 
were located to the rear of the lot, where physical 
conditions allow. The tradition of detached sec
ondary struchues is encouraged because this re
duces the overall perceived mass of building on 
the site. 

While structures in the rear generaJly have little 
impact on the character of the street, owners may 
wish to consider principles for secondary struc
tures that wiU enhance the use of their properties. 

18.1 Locating a secondary structure to the side 
of the primary structure, but set back 
substantially is also appropriate. 

18.2 A secondary structure should be simple 
in form and character. 
• A secondary stmcture that relates to the general

architectural character of the primary building is
preferred.

• Basic rectangular forms, with hip or gable roofs,
are appropriate.
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• 

A secondary structure 
should remain subordinate, in 
terms of mass, scale and height 

to the primary structure. 

19.1 A new secondary structure should appear 
subordinate in height to those buildings seen 
traditionally along the street front. 
• Secondary structures that are no more than one and

one-and one-half stories in height are preferred.
• Consider limiting the width of each wall plane to

a dimension that is similar in scale to that seen tra
ditionally on comparable structures.

Chapter 4: General Design Principles 

Locnting II secondary s/r11ct11re near the rear of the lot is enco11raged 
because it will 11111i11t11in more 011/door living space. 

New secondary slnictures shorlid be s11bordin11te in scale to the 
primary structure. 
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Chapters 

Design Principles for Additions 

Many buildings experienced additions over ti1T1e, 
as need for additional space occurred, particularly 
with a change in use. In some cases, an owner 
would add a wing for a new bedroom or office, or 
to expand the kitchen. 

An early addition was typically subordinate in 
scale and character to the main building. T he 
height of the addition was usually positioned be
low that of the main structure and it was often 
located to the side or rear so that the primary fa
cade remained predominate. An addition was of
ten constructed using materials that were similar 
to those used historically. Clapboard siding was 
probably the most common. In some cases, own
ers simply added dormers to an existing roof, cre
ating more usable space without increasing the 
footprint of the structure. 

This tradition of adding onto buildings is antici
pated to continue in College Hill. It is important, 
however, that new additions be designed in such 
a manner that they maintain the character of the 
original structure. 

Basic Principles for an Addition 
When planning an addition to a building, one 
should not alter the perceived character of the 
building. In most cases, loss of character can be 
avoided by locating the addition to the rear. The 
overall design of the addition also must be in keep
ing with the design of the primary structure as 
well. At the same time, it should be distinguish
able from the original portion, such that the evo
lution of the building can be understood. 

Keeping the size of the addition small, in relation 
to the main structure, also will help minimize its 
visual impact. If an addition must be larger, it 
should be set apart from the historic building, and 
connected with a smaller linking element. This will 
help maintain the perceived scale and proportion 
of the original part. 

It is also important that the adcLition not obscure 
any significant features of the building, especially 
if it is historic. lf the addition is set to the rear, it is 
less likely to affect such features. 

One also should consider the effect the addition 
may have on the chatacter of the neighborhood 
as a whole, as seen from the public right-of-way. 
For example, a side addition may change the sense 
of rhythm established by side yards in the block. 
Locating the addition to the rear could be a better 
solution in such a case. 

Two distinct types of additions should be consid
ered: First, ground level additions, which involve 
expanding the footprint of the structure, are often 
used as a means of adding more living space. 
These are typically located to the rear. 

Secondly, rooftop additions may be designed by 
installing new dormers to provide more headroom 
in an attic space. In either case, an addition should 
be sited such that it minimizes negative effects on 
the building and its setting. In addition, the roof 
pitch, materials, window design and general form 
should be compatible with its context. 
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Preferred 

A new addition should not negatively affect the character of the 
existing building. 
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Ground Level Additions 

T� � 

... � l�,.-'D_e.sign an addition to
:· \rjlj.iJ•.�,z�jhe visual impacts on 
' �.t�e,:p�i_mary str�cture. 

When plannjng an addition to an existing build
ing, consider the effect it will have on the struc
ture. The following guidelines avoid any negative 
impacts of an addition: While the choice of a style 
is not a concern of these principles, there is an 
awareness that each property has some style that 
helps define its character. Additions that reAect 
elements of the existing predominate style rein
force the positive character. Those elements that 
seem unintentionally foreign to the individual 
property and detract from the overall design 
should be minimized and not considered positive 
elements to base the design of an addition on. 

20.1 The addition should not strongly alter the 

perceived character of the building. 
• It is equally important to consider the effects of the

addition on adjacent properties, as well as on the
streetscape.

20.2 Design a new addition such that the 
evolution of the building can be interpreted. 
• An addition should be made distinguishable from

the original building, even in subtle ways, such that
the character of the original can be interpreted. A
change in setbacks of the addition from the main
building, or a differentiation in styles are all tech
nigues that may be considered.

• Creating a jog in the foundation between the origi
nal and the new may help to define the later addi
tion.

• Even applying a new trim board at the connection
point can help define the addition.
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20.3 When planning an addition to a building, 
preserve alignments that may exist on the street. 
• Some roof lines and porch eaves on buildings in

the area may align at approximately the same
height. An addition should not be placed in a loca
tion where these relationships would be altered or
obscured.

20.4 Place an addition at the rea.r of a building 
or set it back from the front to minimize the 
visual impacts. 
• This will allow the original proportions and char

acter to remain prominent.
• Locating an addition at the front of a structure is

inappropriate.

A new addition should be 

compatible in mass, scale and 

form with the primary building. 

21.1 Design an addition to be compatible in 
size and scale with the main building. 
• Keep the mass visually subordinate to the original

building.
• While a smaller addition is visually preferable, if

the addition would be significantly larger than the
original building, one option is to separate it from
the primary building, when feasibJe, and then link
it with a "connector.''

• In some cases, adding vertically, through construc
tion of dormers, will help to minimize the impacts
of additions and preserve rear yards.

• A new addition should fit within the range o{ sto
ries that help define the character of the neighbor
hood.

21.2 Site the addition to minimize impact on 
the street and on adjacent properties, as well. 
• Site the addition to the rear of the structure, when

feasible.

Chapter 5: Additions 

Connector 

One option is to conslrnct an addition to the rear and link it to the 
ma/11 structure with a "connector," 

A new addition should be compatible in mass a11d scale with the 
ChimKter Aren. 
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Use roof Jonns and roof pitches on additions that are compatible 
with the primary structure and with other established stn1ct11res 
along the block. 
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Use roof forms and roof 
pitches on additions that are 
compatible with the primary 
structure and with other 
established structures along the 
block. 

22.1 Basic rectangular building forms and a 
hipped or gabled roof are preferred. 

22.2 The roof form of a new addition should 
be in character with that of the primary building. 
• Typically, gable, h.ip and shed roofs are appropri

ate. Flat roofs are generally inappropriate.
• If the roof of the primary building is symmetrically

proportioned, the roof of the addition should be
similar.

A new addition should be 

compatible in design to that of 
the primary structure. 

23.1 Use building materials that are 
compatible with those of the primary structure. 
• See the principles for materials in the General Pri11-

ciplrs section for a discussion of appropriate mate
rials.

23.2 Use a solid-to-void ratio that is similar to 
that of the primary building. 
• This is important where the addition would be vis-

ible from the street.

23.3 Use windows that are similar in character 
to those of the historic building where the 
addition would be visible from the street. 
• If the original windows were wood, double-hung

styles, for example, then new windows that appear
similar to them would be preferred.
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A roof-top addition should 
not visually overpower the 

primary structure. 

24.1 When constructing a rooftop addition, 
keep the mass and scale subordinate to that of 
the primary building. 
• The addition should not overhang the lower floors

of the primary building in the front or to the side.

24.2 Set a rooftop addition back from the front 
of the building when this will help preserve the 
builrung's proportions as seen from the street. 
• This will help maintain the original profile of the

building.
• A second floor addition. that is in the plane of the

building front may be considered in limited situa
tions where the overall character is maintained.

24.3 When adding a dormer to an existing 
roof, it should be in character with the primary 
structure's design. 
• The dormer should be subordinate to the overall

roof mass and should be in scale with older ones
on similar structures.

Chapter 5: Additions 

ln some cases, adding vertically, thro11g/1 co11s/ruction ojrlon11ers, 
will lielp to 11ti11i111ize lite impacts of addilio11s a11d prcseroe rear 
yards. 
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Chapter 6

Building Rehabilitation Principles 

While the preceding design principles will be used 
for many of the projects in College Hill, some prop
erty owners have expressed an interest in follow
ing a "historic preservation" approach. For those 
projects which involve historic resources, or for 
those who wish to pay dose attention to the pres
ervation of details, the following principles should 
provide appropriate guidance. They should be 
used in conjunction with the principles in the pre
ceding chapters. 

The principles in this chapter are presented in such 
a manner to introduce certain appropriate preser
vation techniques. After reading the information 
provided hereiJ1, the property owner is encour
aged to visit with the Historic Preservation Office, 
Wichita-Sedgwick County Metropolitan Area 
Planning Department, for detailed information 
regarding these techniques. 

The Concept of Historic Significance 
What makes a property historically significant? In 
general, properties must be at least 50 years old 

before they can be evaluated for potential historic 
significance, although exceptions do exist when a 
more recent property clearly is significant. Historic 
properties must have qualities that give them sig
nificance. A property may be significant for one 
or more of the following reasons: 
• Association with events that contributed to the

broad patterns of history, the lives of significant
people, or the understandjng of Wichita's pre-his
tory or history.

• Construction and desigi, associated with distinc
tive characteristics of a building type, period or
construction method.

• An example of an architect or master craftsman or
an expression of particularly high artistic values.

• Integrity of location, design, setting, materials,
workmanshjp, feeling and association that form a
dislTict.

The Period of Significance 
Each historic neighborhood has a period of signifi
cance, whkh is the time period during which the 
properties gained their architectural, historicaJ or 
geographical importance. College Hill, for ex
ample, has a period of significance which spans 
approximately 51 years (1884-1935). Throughout 
this period of significance, the neighborhood has 
been wih1ess to a countless number of buildings 
and additions that have become an integral part 
of the area. Conversely, several structures have 
been built, or alterations have been made, after 
this period which may be considered for removal 
or replacement. 

The Concept of Integrity 
Integrity is the ability of a property to convey its 
character as it existed during its period of signifi
cance. To be considered historic, a property must 
not only be shown to have historic or architectural 
significance, but it also must retain a high degree 
of physical integrity. This is a composite of seven 
aspects or qualities, wruch in various combinations 
define integrity, location, design, setting, materi
als, workmanship, feeling and association. The 
more qualities present in a property, the higher its 
physical integrity. Ultimately the question of 
physical integrity is answered by whether or not 
the property retains a high percentage of original 
structure's identity for which it is significant. 
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Planning a Preservation Project 
The first step .in planning a preservation project is 
to identify any significant features and materials 
associated with the property. Retaining such de
tails will greatly enhance the overall quality of the 
preservation project. If these features and materi
als are in good condition, then selecting an appro
priate treatment mechanism will provide for 
proper preservation. In making the selection fol
low this sequence: 
1. lf a feature is intact and in good condition, main

tain it as such.
2. If the feature is deteriorated or damaged, repair it

to its original condition.
3. If it is not feasible to repair the feature, then re

place it with one that is the same or similar in char
acter (materials, detail, finish) to the original one,
Replace only that portion which is beyond repair.

4. If the feature is missing entirely, reconstruct it from
appropriate evidence.

5. If a new feature or addition is necessary, design it
in such a way as to minimize the impact on origi
nal features.

Selecting a Preservation Approach 
Ead1 preservation project is unique. It may include 
a variety of treatment techniques, including the 
repair and replacement of features and mainte
nance of those already in good condition. In each 
case, it is important to develop an overall strategy 
for treatment that is based on an analysis of the 
building and its setting. 

This research should begin with an investigation 
of the history of the property. This may identify 
design c1lterations that have occurred and may 
help in developing an understanding of the sig
nificance of the building as a whole as well as its 
individual components. 

This historical research should be followed with 
an on-site assessment of existing conditions. In this 
inspection, identify those elements that are origi
nal and those that have been altered. Also deter
mine the condition of individual buildjng com
ponents. 
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Finally, list the requirements for cont.inued use of 
the property. ls additional space needed? Or 
should the we,rk focus on preserving and main
taining the existing configuration? 

By combining an understanding of the history of 
the house, its present condition and the need for 
actions that will lead into the future, one can then 
develop an appropriate preservation approach. ln 
doing so, consider the terms that follow: 

Adaptive 11se

Converting a building to a use it in a way that is 
different from that which its original design re
flects is considered to be "adaptive use." For ex
ample, converting a residential sh·ucture to offices 
is adaptive use. A good adaptive use project re
tains the hjstoric character of the building while 
accommodating its new functions. 

Mailltcna11cc 

Some work focuses on keeping the property in 
good working condition by repairing features as 
soon as deterioration becomes apparent, using 
procedures that retain the original character and 
finish of the features. In some cases, preventive 
maintenance is executed prior to noticeable dete
rioration. No alteration or reconstruction is in
volved. Such work is considei-ed "maintenance." 
Property owners are strongly encouraged to main
tain their properties in good condition so that more 
aggressive measures of rehabilitation, restoration 
or reconstruction are not needed. 

Preservation 

Th� act or process of applying measures to sus
tain the existing form, integrity and material of a 
building or structure, and the existing form and 
vegetative cover of a site is defined as "preserva
tion." ft may include initial stabilization work, 
where necessary, as well as on-going maintenance 
of the historic building materials. Essentially, the 
property is kept in its current good condition. 
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Relznbililntion 
Rehabilitation is the process of returning a prop
erty to a state which makes a contemporary use 
possible while still preserving those portions or 
features of the property which are signj ficant to 
its historic, architectural and cultural values. Re
habilitation may jnclude the adaptive use of the 
building and major or minor additions may also 
occur. Most good preservation projects in Wichita 
may be considered rehabilitation projects. 

Renovation 
To renovate means to improve by repair, to revive. 
In renovation, the usefulness and appearance of 
the building is enhanced. The basic character and 
significant details are respected and preserved, but 
some sympathetic alterations may also occur. Al
terations that are made are generally reversible, 
should future owners wish to restore the building 
to its original design. 

Restoration 
To restore, one reproduces the appearance of a 
building exactly as it looked at a particular mo
ment in time; to reproduce a pure styl�ither 
interior or exterior. This process may include the 
removal of later work or the replacement of mjss
ing historic features. A restoratjon approach is 
used on missing details or features of an historic 
bwlding when the features are determined to be 
particularly significant to the character of the struc
ture and when the original configuration is accu
rately documented. 

Remodeling 

To remake or to make over the design image of a 
building is to remodel it. T he appearance is 
changed by removing original detail and by add
ing new features that are out of character with the 
original. Remodeling is inappropriate for historic 
buildings in Wichita. 

Chapter 6: Rehabilitation Principles 

Combining prcsavafion strategies 
Many successful rehabilitation projects that in
volve historic structures in Wichita may include a 
combination of preservation, restoration and other 
appropriate treahnents. For example, a house may 
be adapted to use as an office, and in the process, 
missing porch brackets may be replicated in or
der to restore the original appearance, while ex
isting original dormers may be pre.served. 

Preservation Briefs 

The Cultural Resources Department of the Na
tional Park Service, U.S. Deparhnent of the Inte
rior started a program in 1975, in which it has con
tinued to publish a series of technical reports re
garding proper preservation techniques. Thjs se
ries, Preservation Briefs, is a mainstay for many 
preservationists in the field. When considering a 
preservation project in College Hill, it is recom
mended that these resources be sought out. Cop
ies of the Preservatio1L Briefs are on file at the His
toric Preservation Office, Wichita-Sedgwick 
County Metropolitan Area Planning Department. 
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Wl,eu undertaking a pro1ect, such as adding a chi11111ey, avoid 
re111cn1i11g or alteri11,'{ any historic material or sig11ificn11t 
architect11rnl feaf11res. 
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Historic Features 

Historic building features 

a_nd details should be preserved, 

when feasible. 

Historic features, including original materials, 
building and architectural details, window and 
door openings, building form, materials and scale 
contribute to the character and significance of a 
structure and should be preserved when feasible. 
Distinctive stylistic features or examples of skilled 
craftsmanship should be treated with sensitivity. 
Continued maintenance is the best preservation 
method. Rehabilitation work should not destroy 
the distinguishing qualities or character of the 
property and its environment. 

25.1 Avoid removing or altering any historic 
material or significant architectural features. 
• Porches, turned columns, brackets and jigsaw or

naments, if historic, are examples of architectural
features which should not be removed or altered if
possible. Other significant features include the
building's overall form, its roof form, and struc
ture.

• Preserve features such as original doors, windows
and porches in their original form and position.

• Retain and preserve original wall and siding ma
terial.

25.2 Avoid adding materials, elements or 
details which were not part of the original 
building. 
• For example, details such as decorative millwork

or shingles should not be added to buildings if they
were not an original feature of that structure.
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25.3 Protect and maintain significant stylistic 
elements. 
• The best preservation procedure is to maintain his

toric features from the outset so that intervention
is not required.

• Employ treatments such as rust removal, calking,
limited paint removal and reapplication of paint.

25.4 Use approved technical procedures for 
cleaning, refinishing and repairing historic 
materials. 
• When choosing preservation treatments, use the

gentlest means possible that will achieve the de
sired results.

Deteriorated or damaged 

architectural features should be 

repaired rather than replaced, 

whenever possible. 

26.1 Minimize intervention with historic 
elements. 
• Maintain character-defining features. Then, repair

only those features that are deteriorated or dam
aged. Finally, replace only those features that are
beyond repair.

• Patch, piece-in, splice, consolidate or otherwise
upgrade the existing material, using recognized
preservation methods whenever possible.

26.2 Replacement of missing elements may be 
included in repair activities. 
• Use the same kind of material as the original when

feasible. A substitute material may be acceptable if
the form and design of the substitute itself conveys
the visual appearance of the original material

26.3 When disassembly of an historic element 
is necessary for its restoration, use methods that 
minimize damage to the original materials. 
• When disassembly of an historic feature is required

in a restoration procedure, document its location
so it may be repositioned accurately. Always de
vise methods of replacing the disassembled mate
rials in their original configuration.

Wl,en feasible, repair those Jeatt1res that nre damaged. if it is beyond 
repair, then replace111e11t may be considered. 
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Original 

molding 

I 
�eplacement

. piece 

Where replacement vf n detail is req11frerl, one sho11/rl remove only 
those porlio11s that are deteriorated beyond repair. 
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Replace historic features 

in-kind when restoration is not 

an option. 

While restoration is the preferred alternative, in
kind replacement is also an option. ln the event 
replacement is necessary, the new material should 
match that being replaced in design, color, texture 
and other visual qualities. Replacement should 
occur only if the existing historic material cannot 
be reasonably repaired. 

27.1 Replacement of missing elements may be 
included in repair activities. 
• Replace only those portions that are beyond repair.
• Replacement elements should be based on docu

mented evidence.

27.2 Replace missing original features in kind 
when feasible. 
• Use the same kind of material as the original when

feasible.A substitute material may be acceptable if
the form and design of the substitute itself conveys
the visual appearance of the original material.

27.3 Repair or replacement of missing or 
deteriorated architectural elements should be 
based on accurate duplications of original 
features. 
• The design should be substantiated by physical or

pictorial evidence to avoid creating a misrepresen
tation of the building's genuine heritage.

• Overall, a high percentage of the materials and fea
tures of the property must be historic, in order to
retain the integrity of the resource as an historic
property.
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Chapter 6: Rehabilitation Principles 
---------------------------- - ---'--

27.4 When reconstruction of an element is 
impossible, developing a compatible new design 
that is a simplified interpretation of the original 
is appropriate. 
• This is appropriate when inadequate information

exists to aUow for an accurate reconstruction of
missing features.

• The new element should relate to comparable fea-
tu1·es in general size, shape, scale and finish.

27.5 Conjectural "historic" designs for 
replacement parts that cannot be substantiated 
by written, physical or pictorial evidence are 
generally inappropriate. 
• Where "scars" on the exterior siding suggest the

location of decorative brackets but no photographs
exist of its design, then designs for historic brack
ets on historic houses that are clearly similar in
character may be used as a model. This is not to be
interpreted to mean that adding exuberant
amounts of highly decorative trim would be ap
propriate.

27.6 Use materials similar to those employed 
historically when feasible. 
• If substitute materials must be used, they should

match the original in appearance as closely as is
possible.

• Retaining later covering materials that have not
achieved historic significance is discouraged. As
phalt siding that covers original wood siding is still
considered to be inappropriate.

Develop 1111ew des1g11 for a re11/accmc11t feature t/111/ is 11 simplified 
i11terpret11tio11 of 11 simi/11r feature whe11 /he origi1111/ clf111c11t is 
111issi11g anti c11111wt /ie don1111r11ted. 
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Protect wood features from deteriornlio11. Mamtai11 protective 
coatings to retard dryi11g mid ultraviolet damage. if the b11ildi11g 
was pai11ted originally, it should remain pai11ted. 
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Building Materials 

• 

Primary historic building 

1 materials should be preserved

in.place whenever feasible. 

In the College Hill neighborhood, brick and wood 
siding are the dominant primary building mate
rial. Wood siding occurred in a vaTiety of forms 
but painted, horizontal clapboard was the most 
popular. A variety of lap profiles were used. In 
each case, the distinct characteristics of the pri
mary building material, including the scale of the 
material unit, its texture and finish, contribute to 
the historic character of a building. 

28.1 Original building materials should not 
be covered with synthetic sidings. 
• If origi.naJ materials are presently covered, consider

exposing them once more.
• Vinyl, aluminum and imitation brick are inappro

priate.

28.2 Preserve original siding when feasible. 
• Avoid removing siding that is in good condition

or that can be repaired in place.
• Remove only siding which is deteriorated and must

be replaced.
• If portions of wood siding must be replaced, be sure

to match the style and lap dimensions of the origi
nal.

• If the building was painted historically, it should
remain painted, including all trim.

28.3 Repair wood features by patching, 
piecing-in, consolidating or otherwise 
reinforcing the wood. 
• Avoid the removal of damaged wood that can be

repaired.
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28.4 Preserve masonry features that define the 
overall historic character of the building. 
• Examples are walls, cornices, pediments, steps and

foundations.
• Avoid rebuilding a major· portion of exterior ma

sonry walls that could be repaired. Reconstruction
may result in a building which is no longer his
toric and is essentially new construction.

28.5 Preserve the original mortar joint and 
brick unit size, the tooling and bonding patterns, 
coatings and color when feasible. 

28.6 Repoint mortar joints where there is 
evidence of deterioration. 
• Duplicate the old mortar in strength, composition,

color and tex'ture.
• Avoid using mortar with a high portland cement

content, which will be substantially harder than the
original.

• Duplicate the mortar joints in width and profile.

28.7 Brick or stone that was not painted 
historically should not be painted. 

28.8 Clean materials with the gentlest 
methods possible. 
• Clean masonry on1y when necessary to remove

heavy soiling.
• Test cleaning procedUies in sample patches first.
• Low pressure water and detergent cleaning, using

bristle brushes, is encouraged.
• Abrasive cleaning methods, such as sand blasting,

should not be used for brick structures. These may
remove the water-protective outer layer of the brick
and thereby accelerate deterioration.

28.9 Protect materials from water 
deterioration. 
• Provide proper drainage and ventilation to mini

mize rot.
• Maintain protective coatings to retard drying and

ultraviolet damage. Painted surfaces are recom
mended.

Chapter 6: Rehabilitation Principles 

Use tire gen/lest mem1s 11os�ib/e to c/en11 the surface of n strncture. 
Hnrs/1 clen11i11g methods, s11ch as sa11dblnsti11g, ca11 damage tire 
historic materials, chm1gi11g their appearance. Such procedrires arr 
i11ap1iropriate. 

. - ·- - . - -- - '" - ' --

Protect materials from water deteriomtio11. Mai11/ai11 protective 
conti11gs to rdard drying and 11/trnviolet damage. Painted surfaces 
an: recommended. 
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Pinn repai11ti11g care/111/y. Always prepare a good s11bstrate. Also, 
use compatible pai11ts. 

Mai11lai11111g a good surface of pawl is i111port1111tfor the lo11g-term 
care of a residmre. Tlus siding ne/'d� to be rl'pnrnled. 
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Wood siding and other 
s�rfaces which were painted 
historically should remain so. 

Wood residences were usually painted to protect 
the wood. Secondary structures were often painted 
to match the trim or siding on the primary resi
dence. Historically, the range of paint colors avail
able was limited. Typical paint colors included 
white, tan, buff and other light colors. Trim colors 
included dark green, black, cream and sometimes 
red and blue. 

29.1 Always pre pare a good substrate. 
• Remove damaged or deteriorated paint only to the

next intact layer, using the gentlest method pos
sible, prior to painting.

29.2 Use compatible paints. 
• Some latex paints will not bond well to earlier oil

based paints without a primer coat.

29.3 Using the historic color scheme is 
encouraged. 
• Consider the way in which color is used, with re

spect to creating an overall composition and to ac
centing details. If the historic scheme is not to be
used, then consider the following:
• Generally, one muted color is used as a back

ground, which unifies the composition.
• One or two colors are usually used for accent,

to highlight details and trim.
• A single color scheme should be used for the

entire exterior so upper and lower floors and
subordinate wings of buildings are seen as
components of a single structure.
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Chapter 6: Rehabilitation Principles 
------------------------------'--

Preservation Briefs 
j 

following is a comprehensive list of al140 Preser
vation Briefs, as published by the National Park 
Service (as of June 1998). All of these materials, as 
weII as others like it, can be found in the Historic 
Preservation Office at 455 North Main Street, 10th 
floor, Wichita, Kansas 67202, (316) 268-4392. (Those 
P,·eservntion Briefs which College Hill residents 
might find particularly useful are in bold face.) 

Mack, Robert C. Preservat-ion Briefs 1: Tire Clean-
ing and Waterproof Coating of Masonry 
Buildings. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govern
ment Printing Office, 1975. 

Mack, Robert C., de Teel Patterson Tiller and 
James S. Askins. Preservation Briefs 2: 
Repoi11ting Mortar Joi11ts in Historic Brick. 
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing 
Office, 1980. 

Baird, Smith M. Preservation Briefs 3: Conserv
ing Energy in Historic Buildings. Washington, 
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1978.

Sweetser, Sarah M. Preservation Briefs 4: Roof
ing for Historic Buildings. Washington, D.C.: 
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1978. 

U.S. Department of the Interior. Preservation Briefs 
5: Preservation of Historic Adobe Buildings. Wash
ington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 
1978. 

Grimmer, Anne E. Preservation Briefs 6: Dangers 
of Abrasive Cleaning to Histotic Buildings. 
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing 
Office, 1979. 

Tiller, de Teel Patterson. Preservation Briefs 7: The 
Preservation of Historic Glazed Architectural 
Terrn-Cottn. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govern
ment Printing Office, 1979. 

Myers, John H., revised by Gary L. Hume. Pres
ervation Briefs 8: Alumillum and Vinyl Siding 
on Historic Buildings. Washington, D.C.: U.S. 
Government Printing Office, 1978. 

Myers, John H. Preservation Briefs 9: Tlze Repair 
of Historic Wooden Windows. Washington, 
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1981.

Weeks, Kay D. and David W .  Look. Preservation 
Briefs 10: Exterior Paint Problems on Historic 
Woodwork. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govern
ment Printing Office, 1982. 

Jandl, H. Ward. Preservation Btiefs 11: Rehabilitat
ing Historic Storefronts. Washington, D.C.: U.S. 
Government Printing Office. 

U.S. Department of the Interior. Presetvfltion Briefs 
12: Tlie Preservation of Historic Pigmented Struc
htral Glass. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govern
ment Printing Office, 1984. 

Park, Sharon C. Preservation Briefs 13: The Repair 
and Thermal Upgrading of Historic Steel Wi11dows. 
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing 
Office. 

Weeks, Kay D. Preservation Briefs 14: New Exterior 
Additions to Historic Buildings: Preservation Con

cerns. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government 
Printing Office, 1986. 

Coney, William B. and Wiss, Janney, Elstner Asso
ciates, Inc. Preservatio,1 Briefs 15: Preservation 
of Historic Co11crete: Problems and General Ap
pronclies. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government 
Printing Office. 

Park Sharon C. Preservation Briefs 16: The Use 
of Substitute Materials 011 Historic Building 
Exteriors. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govern
ment Pdoting Office. 
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Nelson, Lee H. Preservation Briefs 17: Architec
tural Character: Identifying the Visual Aspects 
of Historic Buildings as an Aid to Preserving 
TheirChaTacter. Washington, O.C.: U.S. Gov
ernment Printing Office. 

Jandl, H. Ward. Preservation Briefs 18: Relznbilitnt
ing Interiors in Historic Buildings. Washington, 
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1988.

Park Sharon C. Preservation Briefs 19: The Repair 
and Replacement of Historic Wooden Shingle 
Roofs. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government 
Printing Office. 

Auer, Michael J. Presavation Briefs 20: The Preser
vation of Historic Barns. Washington, D.C.: U.S. 
Government Printing Office, 1989. 

MacDonald, Marylee. Preservation Briefs 21: Repair
ing Historic Flat Plaster- Walls and Ceilings. 
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing 
Office, 1989. 

Grimmer, Anne. Preservation Briefs 22: The Preser
vation and Repair of Historic Stucco. Washing
ton, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 
1990. 

Flaharty, David. Preservation Briefs 23: Pteserving 
Historic Ornamental Plaster. Washington, D.C.: 
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1990. 

Park, Sharon C. Preservation Briefs 24: Heating, Ven

tilating, and Cooling Historic Buildings: Problems 
and Recommended Approaches. Washington, 
O.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1991.

Auer, Michael J. Preservation Briefs 25: The Preser
vation of Historic Signs. Washington, D.C.: U.S. 
Government Printing Office, 1991. 

Bomberger, Bruce D. Preseroation Briefs 26: The Pres
ervation and Repair of Historic Log Buildings. 
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govemment Printing 
Office, 1991. 
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Waite, John G. Prese1-vatio11 Briefs 27: Tl1e Mainte
nance and Repair of Architectural Cast lro11. Wash
ington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 
1991. 

Chase, Sara B. Preservation Briefs 28: Painting His
toric Interiors. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govern
ment Printing Office, 1992. 

Levine, Jeffrey S. Preservation Briefs 29: The Repair, 
Replacement, and Maintenance of Historic Slate 
Roofs. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government 
Printing Office, 1992. 

Grimmer, Anne E. and Paul K. Williams. Preserva
tion Briefs 30: The Preservation and Repair of His
toric Clay Tile Roofs. Washington, D.C.: U.S. 
Government Printing Office, 1992. 

Park, Sharon C. Preservation Briefs 31: 
Mothballing Historic Buildings. Washington, 
O.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1993.

Jester, Thoma.s C. and Sharon C. Park. Preserva
tion Briefs 32: Making Historic Properties Acces
sible. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government 
Printing Office, 1993. 

Vogel, Neal A. and Rolf Achilles. Preservati011 Briefs 
33: The Preservation and Repair of Historic Stained 
and Leaded Glass. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Gov
ernment Printing Office, 1993. 

Thornton, Jonathan and William Adair. Preserva
tion Briefs 34: Applied Decomtio11for Historic In
teriors: Preseroing Composition Ornament. Wash
ington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 
1994. 

McDonald, Travis C. Preservation Briefs 35: Un

derstanding Old Buildings: Tlte Process of Ar
chitectural Investigation. Washington, D.C.: 
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1994. 
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Birnbaum, Charles A. Preservation Bn'cfs 36: Pro
tecting Cultural Landscapes: Planning, Trent111,mt 
a11d Mnnagemmt of Historic Landscapes. Wash
ington., D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 
1994. 

Park, Sharon C. and Douglas Hicks. Preservation 
Briefs 37: Appropriate Methods for Reduci11g Lead 
Paint Hazards in Historic Housing. Washington, 
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1995.

Weaver, Martin E. Preservation Briefs 38: Re111ovi,rg 
Graffiti from Historic Masonry. Washington, 
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1995.

Park, Sharon C. Preservation Briefs 39: Holding 
the Line: Co11trolling Unwanted Moisture in 
Historic Buildings. Washington, D.C.: U.S. 
Government Printing Office, 1994. 

Grimmer, Anne E. and Kimberly A. Konrad. Pres
ervation Briefs 40: Preserving Historic Ceramic 
Tile Floors. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government 
Printing Office, 1995. 

Chapter 6: Rehabilitation Principles 
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Appendices 

Support Materials 

APPENDIXA: 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

AND TYPES 

Background 
Th� a�chitec�ral styles in College Hill vary greatly. 
Th,s nch architectural heritage enhances the entire 
city and provides a strong "sense of place." It also 
provides clues about the evolution of Wichita in 
terms of the sequence of development in diffe;ent 
neighborhoods. 

This chapter provides a brief overview of various 
historic styles found in the neighborhood. While 
this section makes reference to a wide range of 
styles found here, it is not exhaustive. Certain 
ar�hitectural styles, or combinations thereof, may 
exist that are not included in this section. 

Property owners should review these descriptions 
ca�e�11ly. In many cases the preceding design 
prmc1ples make reference to the characteristics of 
styles that are presented in this appendix. The 
homeowner is encouraged to use the styles section 
in analyzing the overall historic character of his/ 
her building, as well as distinguishing its 
character-defining features. Ultimately, this should 
aid the homeowner in choosing an appropriate 
design solution for any proposed work. 

Even though the homes are very diverse, they do 
share common features mostly in their size 
orientation and features such as porches. There ar; 
clear examples in the neighborhood of Dutch 
Colonial, Tudor Revival, Craftsman, American 
Foursquare and Prairie. 

Although many of the homes built in College Hill 
have their own distinct architectural style, many 
are also considered to be of the Victorian Er�. 
Te_chnically the word "Victorian'' refers to the long
reign of Queen Victoria, which lasted from 1833 
to 1_901 and included the rich variety of
a�ch1tectural styles that were popular during the 
nineteenth century. Architecturally the word 
"Victorian" evokes the complexity and frregularity 
seen in the massing and materials of modest 
homes to large mansions. The use of Victorian era 
styles in College Hill is very prominent since many 
of the homes were constructed between 1880 and 
1910-a time when access to national markets and 
culture was available with the advent of rail 
transportation. 

(Information used in writing the architectural 
descriptions in this section was taken from A Field

Guide to American Houses by Virginia and Lee 
McAlester, 1984.) 
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Dutch Colonial Revival (c. 1890-1915) 
The example below portrays a style known as 
"Dutch Colonial Revival," because of the use of a 
gambrel roof. This style is closely allied with the 
Shingle and the Queen Anne styles. The details, 
such as the window pattern, porches and materials 
are very simjlar. 

Characteristics 

• gambrel roof, both side- and front-facing variations
can be found

• shingle gable end
• two story
• prominent front porch, with classically-detailed

porch supports and plain balustrades
• double-hung sash windows, with either single

panes or multiple panes in the upper light
• lunette windows in the upper gable
• large, single pane windows with a fixed transom

on the fust story 

The gamlml roof hJPifies the Dutch Colonial Revival. 
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The "Foursquare" (c. 1895-1915) 
The Foursquare, also known as "the box," is really 
more of a type or a form than a style and 
architectural historians differ as to its origins. 
Some say that it is a descendent of the classical 
styles that were popular in the United States 
during the late 17th and 18th centuries because of 
their blocky shape and hipped roofs. These early 
houses, however, were wide and two rooms deep 
and not suitable for urban lots one hundred years 
later. The Foursquare was thus devised to adapt 
to narrow parcels of land. Other historians claim 
that it is merely a transition between the Victorian 
era and the bungalow-lacking the fussiness of 
the former but not achieving the cozy, earth
hugging quality of the latter. 

Characteristics 

• looks like a box
• low-pitched hipped roof
• one-over-one, double-hung windows
• prominent lintels and sills
• full, open porch
• wide eaves (brackets in some instances)
• dormers: shed roof, hipped (with a low pitch),

gabled (sometimes with a pediment)
• outside siding: wood clapboard, stucco, brick
• concrete or brick foundation
• rear, frame, shed roof addition
• vertical rail balustrade on porch, round porch col

umns (sometimes doubled) and a broad fascia

The /ow-pitcl,ed hipped roof a11rf blocky slwpe typify the A111erica11 
Fo11r-Sq11are. 
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Prairie (c. 1905-1915) 

Shortly after he built his own Shingle style house 
in Oak Park, Illinois, Frank Lloyd Wright 
developed one of America's few indigenous styles 
known as the Prairie style. It featured open 
planning; shallow-pitched roofs with broad, 
sheltering overhangs; bands of casement 
windows, often with abstract patterns of stained 
glass; and a strong horizontal emphasis. This style 
quickly faded from fashion, howeve1� after World 
War I. 

Characteristics 

• horizontal patterns in wall materials
• horizontal rows of windows, sometimes wrapping

around corners
• low-pitched roof with widely overhanging eaves
• l°'No-stories with one-story porches or wings
• massive square porch supports
• gabled roof edges are often flattened
• contrasting wood trim
• broad, flat chimneys
• geometric patterns of small-pane window glazing
• large, plate glass windows
• tall casement windows
• single or double-hung windows can also be used
• long, wide concrete lintels and sills

Horizo11tnl rows of windows and low-pitched roof with widely 
ouerhn,1gi11g enues typifiJ the Prairil' sty!<'. 

Appendices 

Craftsman (c. 1905-1930) 

Craftsman homes were originally inspired by two 
California brothers-Charles Sumner Greene and 
Henry Mather Greene-who practiced in 
Pasadena from 1893 to 1914. Beginning as simple 
bungalows, the Craftsman style was known as the 
"ultimate bungalow." Influenced by the English 
Arts and Crafts movement and oriental wooden 
architecture, elements such as low-pitched, gabled 
roofs, wide eaves, exposed roof rafters and porches 
with tapered columns were common. 

Characteristics 

• low-pitched gabled roof
• decorative beams or braces under gables
• one-over-one, double-hung windows, or

one-light, fixed window; with fixed transom
• prominent lintels and sills
• full or partial, open porch with square posts and

tapered arched openings
• gabled dormers
• exposed rafters
• wide eaves
• outside siding: wood clapboard, stucco
• concrete or brick foundation

Full open porch with gn/1/ed dormers typifiJ the Crnftsmn11 style. 
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Bungalow (c. 1905-1925) 
Although similar to the Craftsman in construction, 
the Bungalow is a type of building rather than its 
own style. It is believed that the word comes from 
a type of East Indian dwelling with broad 
verandas. Its immense popularity in the United 
States springs from a rejection of the constraints 
of the Victorian era, from the Arts and Crafts 
movement and from the fact that it lent itself well 
to both modest and impressive house designs. 

Although bungalows display a variety of materials 
and details, they are easily recognized by their 
wide, low-pitched roofs and broad front porches 
that create a deep, recessed space. Many 
bungalows fall readily into the Arts and Crafts 
categories, with exposed brackets and rafters, the 
use of "art" glass in windows and the combination 
of different textures, such as cobblestone and 
shingles. 

Characteristics 

• a rectangular plan with one or two stories
• different roof types: a steeply pitched roof with the

ridge line parallel to the street that covers a porch
extending the full width of the house and hip-roofs
with a shallow pitch

• exposed rafters, brackets-anything to evoke the
structural composition of the building

• wooden shingles or shakes, cobblestone and brick
• broad eaves
• full-width front porch
• thick, tapered porch posts
• rectangular bay windows
• casement windows
• tripartite (divided into thirds) window arrange

ments: two long windows flanking a wider central
window which has a transom; windows of an even
size, either aligned vertically or horizontally

• doors are wooden with panels and windows in the
upper third

• wing walls from the porch
• dormers that follow the line of the roof
• concrete cap around porch wall
• concrete foundations generally extend one to two

inches beyond the wall

-70-

Broad eaves and thick, tapered porch posts typify the b1111galow. 
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Tudor Revival (c. 1905-1935) 

As with many styles, the Tudor Revival does not 
adhere to the source of its inspiration--sixteenth
century English architecture, but instead is a 
mixture of elements from an American image of 
medieval forms that resulted in something 
"quaint." The development of the Tudor Revival 
style was associated with the Arts and Crafts 
movement, in which medieval architecture and 
crafts were va1ued as a rejection of the 
industrialized age. Ironically, the popularity of the 
style was in large part owing to its exposure 
through mail-order catalogues such as Sears 
Roebuck and the Aladdin Company, in which all 
of the parts of the house were pre-assembled and 
shipped by rail anywhere in the United States. 

Characteristics 

• steeply pitched roof
• cross-gabled roof lines
• decorative half-timbering
• decorative masonry
• arched doorways
• casement windows, often with leaded, diamond

panes
• projecting entry way that follows slope of front

gable
• rolled edges on roofing (an attempt to imitate

thatch)
• stucco

Steeply pitched roofs and decorative half-timbering n;pifiJ the Tudor 
Revival style. 

Appendices 

Neoclassical Revival (c. 1905-1950) 

Inspired by some of the smaller pavilions at the 
Columbian Exposition in 1893, the Neoclassical 
Revival was a style for those who did not 
appreciate the excessive monumentalism of the 
Beaux-Arts movement. Incorporating less 
decorative details, smooth, plain walls and simple 
moldings, this style was still grandly assertive. 

Characteristics 

• full-height porch with a pediment, round columns
with complex capitals. In some instances the
porches are curved porticoes

• hipped roofs
• eaves with simple dentiJs, modillions, frieze
• panelled doors surrounded by side lights, pilas

ters and a pediment
• double-hung wi_ndows; usually one-over-one, but

sometimes six-over-six or six-over-one
• low porch rails with turned balusters

Fz11/-/1cight porch and ro1111d col11111ns typifiJ the Nroclassica/ Revival 
style. 
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Spanish Eclectic (c. 1915-1935) 
This style was popularized by the Panama
California Exposition, held in San Diego in 1915. 
The exposition was widely publicized, and the use 
of architectural examples from the Spanish 
Colonies encouraged Americans to realize that 
their country had a rich Spanish heritage, as well 
as an Anglo-Saxon past. 

Characteristics 

• use of stucco, often with a textured pattern
• cross- or side-gabled roof
• use of tile roofs, usually red
• use of wrought-iron for balcony and porch railings
• decorative wall surfaces, using tile or low-relief

terra-cotta sculpture
• round-arched opening

The use of stucco and a cross-gabled, red tile roof typifiJ the Spanish 
Eclectic style. 
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Modern (c. 1935 to present) 
Most domestic building construction ceased 
during World Wax II. When construction resumed 
in 1946, houses based on historical precedent were 
largely abandoned in favor of new variations of 
the modern styles that had just begun before the 
war. The first was the Minimal Traditional, which 
was loosely based on the Tudor. Like the Tudor, 
these generally have dominant front gables and 
massive chimneys, but commonJy left off the steep 
roof pitch and traditional detailing. This style was 
dominant until the early 1950s, when the Ranch 
style was introduced. These are one-story houses 
with very low-pitched roofs and broad, sprawling 
facades. Although having a little more detailing 
than the Minimal Traditional, the Ranch was still 
a very simple style. Also during the 1950s, the 
closely related Split-Level style, with half-story 
wings and sunken garages, began to emerge. 

Characteristics 

• low-pitched roofs, usually gabled or hipped
• low roof lines
• mild horizontal emphasis
• many building materials used, such as wood sid

ing, synthetic siding and stucco. Many of these
materials were used together

• double-hung windows, with no division of lights
• non-operable shutters
• automobile prominent in design (i.e. garages)

A mild horizontal emphasis and the prominence of the garage hjpify 
the post war modern house. 
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APPE
N

DIXB: 

GLOSSARY 

Alignment The arrangement of objects along a 
straight line. 

Arclz A structure built to support the weight 
above an opening. A true arch is curved. It consists 
of wedge-shaped stones or bricks called Voussoirs 
(vu-swar'), put together to make a curved bridge 
which spans the opening. 

Ashlar A square, hewn stone used in building. It 
also refers to a thick dressed, square stone used 
for facing brick walls, etc. 

Balcony A platform projecting from the wall of 
an upper story, enclosed by a railing or balustrade, 
with an entrance from the building and supported 
by brackets, columns, or cantilevered out. 

Bafoster A short, upright column or urn-shaped 
support of a railing. 

Balustrade A row of balusters and the railing 
connecting them. Used as a stair :rail and also 
above the cornice on the outside of a building. 

Bargeboard A projecting board, often decorated, 
that acts as trim to cover the ends of the structure 
where a pitched roof overhangs a gable. 

Bay Window A window or set of windows which 
project out from a wall, forming an alcove or small 

space in a room; ordinarily begins at ground level, 
but may be carried out on brackets or corbels. 

Board attd Batte1t VerticaJ plank siding with joints 
covered by narrow wood strips. 

Bracket A supporting member for a projecting 
element or shelf, sometimes in the shape of an 
inverted L and sometimes as a solid piece or a 
triangular truss. 

Appendices 

Catting Metal stmts supporting leaded glass. 

Canopy A roofed structure constructed of fabric 
or other material placed so as to extend outward 
from a building providing a protective shield for 
doors, windows and other openings, supported 
by the building and supports extended to the 
ground directly under the canopy or cantilevered 
from the building. 

Clapboards Narrow, horizontal, overlapping 
wooden boards, usually thicker along the bottom 
edge, that form the outer skin of the walls of many 
wood frame houses. The horizontal lines of the 
overlaps generally are from four to six inc.hes apart 
in older houses. 

Column A slender upright structure, generally 
consisting of a cylindrical shaft, a base, and a 
capital, A pillar. It is usually a supporting or 
ornamental member in a building. 

Donner A window set upright in a sloping roof. 
The term is also used to refer to the roofed 
projection in which this window is set. 

Dentil molding A molding with a series of smaJl 
blocks that look like teeth, usually seen under a 
cornice. 

Eave The underside of a sloping roof projecting 
beyond the wall of a building. 

E.I.F.S. Stands for "Exterior Insulating and Finish
System.'' This is a process by which a styrene board
is adhered to wall sheathing and an elastomeric,
synthetic stucco is applied. At this writing E.l.F.S.
is generally referred to as "dryvit," but this is a
brand name.
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Elevation A mechanically accurate, "head-on" 
drawing of a face of a building or object, without 
any allowance for the effect of the laws of 
perspective. Any measurement on an elevation 
will be in a fixed proportion, or scale, to the 
corresponding measurement on the real building. 

Facade Front or principal face of a building, any 
side of a building that faces a. street or other open 
space. 

False Front A front wall which extends beyond 
the sidewalls of a building to create a more 
imposing facade. 

Fascia A flat board with a vertical face that fotms 
the trim along the edge of a flat roof, or along the 
horizontal, or ''eaves," sides of a pitched roof. The 
rain gutter is often mounted on it. 

Fenestration The arrangement and design of 
windows in a building. 

Floor Area Ratio The relationship of the total floor 
area of a building to the land area of its site, as 
defined in a ratio in which the numerator is the 
floor area, and the denominator is the site area. 

Finial The decorative, pointed terminus of a roof 
or roof form. 

Fra·me A window component: see window parts. 

Gable The portion, above eave level, of an end 
wall of a building with a pitched or gambrel roof. 
In the case of a pitched roof this takes the form of 
a triangle. The term is also used sometimes to refer 
to the whole end wall. 

Joist One of the horizontal wood beams that 
support the floors or ceilings of a house. They are 
set parallel to one another-usually from 1'0" to 
2'0" apart-and span between supporting walls 
or larger wood beams. 
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Lanset Window A narrow, vertical window that 
ends in a point. 

Lap Siding See clapboards. 

Lintel A heavy horizontal beam of wood or stone 
over an opening of a door or window to support 
the weight above it. 

Molding A decorative band or strip of material 
with a constant profile or section designed to cast 
interesting shadows. It is generally used in 
cornices and as trim around window and door 
openings. 

Oriel Window A projecting bay with windows, 
which emerges from the building at a point above 
ground level. It is often confused with a bay 
window which ordinarily begins at ground level. 

Pier The part of a wall between windows or other 
openings. The term is also used sometimes to refer 
to a reinforcing part built out from the surface of 
a wall; a buttress. 

Pilaster A support or pier treated architecturally 
as a column, with a base, shaft, and capital that is 
attached to a wall surface. 

Pony Walls Low walls, between 24" to 36" high, 
that are used to enclose porches or balconies. Also 
known as "wing" walls. 

Post A piece of wood, metal, etc., usually long 
and square or cylindrical, set upright to support a 
building, sign, gate, etc.; pillar; pole. 

Preservation The act or process of applying 
measures to sustain the existing form, integrity, 
and materials of a building or struch1Te, and the 
existing form and vegetative cover of a site. lt may 
include initial stabilization work, where necessary, 
as well as ongoing maintenance of the historic 
building materials. 
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Protection The act or process of applying 
measures designed to affect the physical condition 
of a property by defending or guarding it from 

Appendices 

Roof The top covering of a building. Following 
are some types: 

deterioration1 loss or attack
1 

or to cover or shield • Gable roof has a pitched roof with ridge 
the property from danger of injury. In the case of and vertical ends. 
buildings and structures, such treatment is • Hiproo/hassloped ends instead of vertical 
generally of a temporary nature and anticipates ends. 
future historic preservation treatment; in the case • Shed roof (lean-to) has one slope only and 
of archaeological sites, the protective measure may is built against a higher wall. 
be temporary or permanent. • Jerkin-head (clipped gable or hipped

gable) is similar to gable but with the end clipped
Quoin (koin) Dressed stones or bricks at the back. 
comers of the buildings, laid so that their faces • Gambrel roof is a variation of a gable roof, 
are alternately large and small. Originally used to each side of which has a shallower slope above a 
add strength to the masonry wall, later used steeper one. 
decoratively. • Mansard roof is a roof with a double slope;

the Jower slope is longer than the upper.
Rafter Any of the beams that slope from the ridge 
of a roof to the eaves and serve to support the roof. 

Reconstntction The act or process of reproducing 
by new construction the exact form and detail of 
a vanished building, structure, or object, or part 
thereof, as it appeared at a specific period of time. 

Rehabilitation The act or process of returning a 
property to a state of utility through repair or 
alteration which makes possible an efficient 
contemporary use while preserving those portions 
or features of the property which are significant 
to its historical, architectural, and cultural value. 

Renovation The act or process of returning a 
property to a state of utility through repair or 
alteration which makes possible a contemporary 
use. 

Restoration ihe act or process of accurately 
recovering the form and details of a property and 
its setting as it appeared at a particular period of 
time by means of the removal of later work or by 
the replacement of missing earlier work. 

Saslz See window parts. 

Shape The general outline of a building or its 
facade. 

Siding The narrow horizontal or vertical wood 
boards that form the outer face of the walls in a 
traditional wood frame house. Horizontal wood 
siding is also referred to as clapboards. The term 
"siding" is also more loosely used to describe any 
material that can be applied to the outside of a 
building as a finish. 

Sill The lowest horizontal member in a frame or 
opening for a window or door. Also, the low.est 
horizontal member in a framed wall or partition. 

Size The dimensions in height and width of a 
building's face. 

.So/fit The underside of a structural part, as of a 
beam, arch, etc. 

Stile A vertical piece in a panel or frame, as of a 
door or window. 
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Stabilization The fact or process of applying 
measures designed to reestablish a weather 
resistant enclosure and the structural stability of 
an unsafe or deteriorated property while 
maintaining the essential form as it exists at 
present. 

Stucco An exterior wall covering that consists of 
Portland cement mixed with lime, applied over a 
wood or metal lath. It is usually applied in three 
coats. 

Transom A window located above a door or larger 
window. 

Visual Continuity A sense of unity or belonging 
together that elements of the built environment 
exhibit because of similarities among them. 

Window Parts The moving units of a window 
are known as Sashes and move within the fixed 
Frame. The Sash may consist of one large Pane of 
glass or may be subdivided into smaller panes by 
thin members called Muntins or Glazing Bars. 
Sometimes in nineteenth-century houses windows 
are arranged side by side and divided by heavy 
vertical wood members called Mullions. 
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